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''Thy word is a lamp unto m)' /'''· 
and liglu unto m.v palh . 'i 
Psolrn 119, 105 
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The Nation's Largest Black Collegian Newspaper Washington, D.C . 
Farrakhan Urges Students 
To .· arch On 
Minister Louis Far rakhan , nationa l rtpresentative of the Nation of Islam, addresses the Howard community . 
By De borat1 Nels o n 
Minister Louis Farrakhan was here Tues-
day night . 
Hundreds bared their shoulders against 
30 degree winds and waited paliently for 
. I 
half-an-hour ~o be frisked: the men by the 
clean-shaven : bow-tied Fruit of l'S latn and ' 
the women bx long-skincd. turban-topped 
muslim ladie"s. 
Pan-Africanists. musl1n1s. socialists and 
greeks alike filed into Cramton auditoriu1n 
an1ids1 cries of ''Get )'Our Final Ca!! (the 
muslim newspa~r)' ·. ·' Bean .eies. Ali Be-
an pies'' and ·· .t\ ·'4'h1te n1an's heaveh 1s a 
Black man 's hc!1 ''. to chit-chat for an hotir 
until Farrakhan made his appearance . 
·· 1 pray that Allah will t'l!ess ... all of )'OU 
with a nghc n1ind to :o.ee Black people ?>eek 
· independence; (and that) chis college earn-
• . 
they challenge us never 10 compromise the 
destiny of a people for the few little trinkels 
of a decenl living that may be offered to 
us. '· continued the minister Farra'khan . 
Cll)aked against 1he bursts of wind tear-
ing against the auditorium's doors, son1c 
male nien1bers of the Nation of Islam pa1-
rolcd the lobby. ral kic-talk ies in hand . 
\11hi lc others sroically withstood the night's 
colder air to monitor the incoming audi-
ence. 
''The)' have to be careful you know," 
n1unnured one small voice in the crowd . 
·· Ren1ember what happened to Malco\n1 . ·· 
Inside. flanked by n1ore of the Fruit of 
Islam. Farrakhan was receiVing enthusias1ic 
applause and hearty cries of approval . 
community of the freedom you seek.," said 
Farrakhan . 
''Whether we agree or disagree with each 
other. we must have the intelligence to hear 
each other. We must develop the patience lo 
listen to each other carefully and to question 
each olher intelligently and to disagree in-
telligently, but never allow our disagree· 
men1s with .each other to wake up the dis-
agreeable members of opposilion , and be 
- used by that ever poised enemy who wants 
to take brothers and sisters with legitimale 
disagrceme;n1s and use that 10 make brolher 
ki ll brother and pul a barrier between (us 
and liberation), ·· ~ 
. ' 
Urban League Calls For 
• 
''National Economic 
Emergen·cy'' D.eclaration 
b}' Son}'& ThomPs(>n 
''Millions of1 poor people have been 
forced off the welfare rolls, off the food 
stamp rolls, off nulrition, school lunch and 
health programs , '' said JohnE . Jacob, Pres· 
ident, NationaJ Urban League •. Inc . , as he 
released the NUL's annual assessment of 
the stalus of Blacks , ' 'The State of Black 
America-1983 '', Wednesday at a press 
conference in the Blackbum Center Ball-
room. 
Jacob cited President Reagan as having a 
lack of understanding of the problems of 
poor people . ··~has a problem . . . he 
looks at thc world through rose colored glas-
ses, bolh of which arc painted black,•• he 
continued. 
Particularlf over the last few years, the 
Black economy has plunged even deeper 
into depression. In October 1982, over two 
million blacks were UOf.mployed according 
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics . Black 
• 
teenage unemployment fluctuated around 
the SO'li level throughout 1982. 
What the nation needs at this time, Jacob 
said , is a ··a bipartisan progJ,1U11 of national 
economic recov~ry , with special attention 
' to the needs nol· only of the so-called new 
poor, but also of the Wsadvantaged who 
have traditionally suffered discrirrinatioo 
and poverty . ' ' 
Jacob believes that it is not true that the 
troubled national economy hurts every· 
body . Black people arc suffering dis· 
proportionately. What's more, he empha· 
sized, white Americans know that when the 
economy n;covers their conditions will im· . 
prove . Black people have no such assur-
ances . II is not their problem. It is our 
problem-and all of us must come together 
to hdp sdve it ·· 
'The President and the Congress were 
urged by Jacob to declare a''state of na1ion· 
al economic emergency'' as a positive 1tep 
toward meeting the economic crisis now 
gripping the country . 
• • 
" I • 
' John Jacobs, President Of the National 
gram that might create only 300.0C() 
jobs is incredible, says Jacob. 
I . 
Urban Leagµe, delivers the 1983 address 
industrial po~ icy... , 
- pus will not try -lo cx1ingu1sh the ligh1 of 
·· 1 understand that there were many wh0 
dtd not like the fact that Brother Farra.khan 
was invited to the can1pu s 1onigh1 . and of 
course dl~ar tx.·lovcd brothl'rs and sisters ii is 
your right to desire nol to hear a par1icular 
speaker. but ii not our right to inlerferc with 
the rights of others 'ol.'ho desire to hear that 
lhC)' may weigh fpr 1hcmselves ... ,.' · con1in -
ucd Farrakhan, adding that some posters 
advertising his appearance !had been re · 
mO\'Cd. 
Those who had heard Minis1er Farrakhan 
speak before wailed in an~ious anticipation 
for his nrxl words , olhers were Will)' and 
caut ious, some already squinning fro m lhc 
uncomfortable seating arrangements . still 
others. eyes glued on the podium, fastened 
The belief that by passing a token job 
training program and a highway repair pro-
Further, he called for the implementation 
of a Universal Employment and Training 
Program thal would guaran1ec jobs and trai-
ning (or all , and ··would combine public· 
works'. . improved public services, partner-
ship .. with the private sector and a creative 
So a major question facing the nation in 
1983 according to Jacob, . is whc1her the 
inevitable restructuring of the American 
Economy will include Black people . ''Will 
we get a fair share afthe jobs. the education 
and the ll1inin&.._oppon unities. or will we be 
denied them as in the past and present? Wil l 
we c6ntinue 10 be victimized?'' • I 
such brilliant young nlCn and sec thcn1 as 
threats. radicals and \'Oiccs to be silenced. 
but rather see them as some of the finer 
products that life produ,·es for a struggling 
people ." began the National Represcntat i\'e 
for the nation of lslan1 . 
·· When these voil·cs appear among us 
often they arc fngh tening , disquieting and 
disconcening; (that) is because these voices 
challenge us to think and look at principle. 
·' II is one thi ng to desire fre~dom . but it is 
yc1 another thing to desire it and struggle for 
ii and yet de rive membes of }'Our own 
coats tighter <m?und lhem. . 
·'The thought I~ comes 10 my mind 
tonigh1 is rccogni1io11 of the contributions of 
those who enabled us to sil where we sit and 
s1and where we stand,·· began Farrakhan . 
''What is needed today more so than any-
thing in n1y judgment is more emotion 
and a growlh of understanding of the va1ue 
of those who made ii possible for us to sit 
rC1Jllfi1111e<I ()//{JU.ft.(' 9) 
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Process, Problems And Concerns 
h) l'h~ 111lnt' G~1rd11n 
Hill111p StaffMritt•r 
If you graduate from Howard in 1983 
or 1984 and happen to visit your alma 
m.:iter 20 years later and see your ~ame 
professors ' 'drifting·· around,-you may 
wonder why or how they managed to 
''keep adrif1·· wi1h academic and 
health affairs divisions totaling 2045 
f8culty members , according to the oir 
erationaJ anaJysis and institutional re· 
search department . 
According to ttoward University 's 
Manual Faculty Handbook , tenure is an 
indefinite appoi~tmenr made by the 
Board of Trustees of the University to 
t:o_ntinue unt il retirement, death or 
rresignation. 
Out ofi 959 professors, associate pro· 
fessors and assist.Mt professoh, in the 
U niversi ty Divisions , approximately 
70 percent of them are indefinitely te· 
nured, according to divis ion heads. 
''Everyone is evaluated evefy year 
for merit·," ~ay s Dr. Lorraine Wil-
liams, Acidebc Affairs Vice Presi-
dent . After a miniinum of three years 
8nd a maximum of seven, instructors 
arc evaJuatc:,d for tenure and/or merit 
and may be ·recommended for the te· 
nurc process. 
Each school or college has a Com· 
mince on Appointments, Promotions, 
and Tenure for lhe review of recom· 
mendations , according to the manuaJ . 
. The faculJy manuaJ aJso adds lhat 
instructors can only be tenured if they 
are full -time professors, associate pro-
fessors or assistant professors . Accord· 
ing to Dr . Williams, other qual i· 
ficatioos are suggested through the de· 
panment or college in which the in· 
structor is located . 
In most schools , professors seeking 
to be tenured must have a degree, work 
in a variety of community services and 
publish a given number of scholarly 
publications . 
The tenure process is described 
through the faculty manual and though 
printed somewhat simply, can be drawn 
o ut . 
Firs[ the fac ulty Committee on 
Appointments , Promotions and Tenure 
recommends the instruc[or to receive 
tenure . The recommendations from the 
committee together with the judgement 
o f the Department Chairman is for· 
warded to the Dean of the school or 
college . The Dean reviews and for· 
wards the information to the President 
of the University for presentation to the 
Board of Trustees. The decision of the 
Board is finaJ . The total process takes 
approximately 'JO working days . 
Some professors think that the prcr 
cess of promotions and tenure is too 
subjective and many feel that a Univer· 
sity should operate similarly to a city 
school system, whereby teachers are 
guaranteed specific salaries and ranks 
according to .merit and are given these 
in the appropriate amount of years . 
This concensus seems to have come 
about because of :personal difficulties 
professors have found with the process . 
''What often h~ppens ' is th•t the re· 
view committees tend to judge people 
according to personalities as much as or 
. 
more than academic qualifications,'' 
said Dr. James S . Tinney a School of 
Communications professor . 
Students found problems wilh the te-
nure status/rank because of the limi· 
tations- it may cause in the faculty. 
Michelle Bell, a student in the school of 
L ibera] Arts said ''If a better teacher 
comes along and the teaching slots are 
full, what do we do?'' 
Universities at times, limit the num· 
her of person who can or should be 
tenured for practicaJ reasons. If there 
are t.oo many tenured spots in the Uni· 
versity, there is no room to bring new 
people in, according to persons in 
personnel , who preferred to not be 
identified . 
Concern also arises with professors 
who have tenure and abuse this pri-
vilege through coming to class late or 
' 
w,hen they '' feel like coming." Te-
ni..ired professors are supposedly in lhe 
system for life but if extenuating cir-
cumstances occur, according to Dr. 
Williams, they can be dismissed . 
';'be re arc v~ry few dismissa1s in the 
University overalJ, especially wilh te-
nured professors.'' Williams con· 
eluded . 
To combat or ''check'' the pro-
fessors, student and faculty evaluations 
are given periodicaJly . The cv&lua· 
lions, though they do not count as a vote 
in determining a professor's rank or 
merit , do hold weighl in the pro-
cesses . 
Board Of Trustees 
-' . 
To· Discuss 
By J anice Mc Knight 
and Margaret Je mmot 
The Howard University Board of Trus-
tees will commence today a week-long 
schedule of meetings on issues addressing 
the status of Howard Universi1y, according 
to admi_!tistiation sources . 
The Hilltop was unable tO acquire a copy 
of the board agenda but has learned that the 
separate incorporation of The Hilltop and 
the-implementation of a policy . based on the 
December 2, 1982 letter from Dr. James E. 
' Cheek to the editor-in-chief, are line ite.ns 
on the agenda. 
In the letter the President of the Univer· 
sity stated thal while he as President of the 
University is fumly committed to student 
'freedom of expression and inquiry through 
student publications, it is '' incumbent upon 
him to ensure that Howard University takes 
steps to mµlimizP the possiblity of litigation 
based on a claim of libel ." 
It goes on 10 -say that legal counsel (Wil-
liam and Connelly) has been acquired by the 
university for 1be Hilltop to review articles 
• 
which present a ''subsequent risk of expo--
sure to a libel suit ." 
During its l~t deliberation, the board 
a :ssed P<iicies gcweming puNi.c relations at 
Howard. Universiiy . 
'The document reads, ''In light of the 
stated objectives and basic assumptions 
specific policies governing public relations 
at Howard University arc reconunended as 
follows.•• ' 
Press Conferences 
Any organization, operating unit, school, 
college or individual member of the Univer-
sity calling a press conference at the Univer· 
sity shall clear the action through the Dim:-
tor of University Relations in advance of a' 
call for such a press conference. ,;" 
This policy follows from the concept of 
an operating unit-the Departmcn[ of Uni-
venity Relations-with expertise in pro-
jecting the University in a uniform, accurate 
and sensitive manner. 
Bre·dc•st and Print Media Input 
Howard University experts who are 
called upon 10 participate in television. 
' radio or print media interviews should 
notify the Dircc1or of University Relations 
of their pending involvement with lhe 
media. Since '' breaking'-' news interviews 
may not allow time for advance notifica-
tion, the Department should be notified as 
soon as possible after such an interview has 
taken place . 
While the contents of such interviews are 
strictly the responsibility of the experts in· 
volved , advance notification whenever 
possible helps the Department maintain 
credible liaison with the media as well as to 
expedite media queries prompted by such 
interviews . 
Sports Information 
Sports information representing the offic-
ial position of the Univefiity shall be di-
rected to the Sports Information Office of 
- . the Department of Univesity Re~ions prior 
to release of such information . 
Coordination by the Sports Office of pre-
planned interviews with coaches and play-
ers helps to ensure an accurate yet balanced 
view consistent with ~ overall image of 
the University being projected in other 
activity areas . 
Invitations for Media Coverage and 
Im••nces .of Press Release 
Invitations for media coverage of events 
at the University and issuancesa>f press re-
leases shall be generated by the Department 
of University· Relations . 
This policy is necessary in onter to avoid 
confusion , working at cross-purposes 'and 
exhibiting an unprofessional image to the 
working press . Special events, programs, 
and projects of broad public appeal shopld 
benefil from a strong supportive role to be 
played by the Department of University Re-
lations. 
Penonal Contacts with the Publi<:j • 
All ~w employees in any position that 
involvesdim:tcontact with the Universi 's 
publics shall be instructed in proper c es· 
ies, telephone manners and lechqiq es . 
Further, a friendly yet professional attitude 
shall be observed by all University emJ>loy· 
• 
ltop 
ecsindeal ingwith the p11b!ic at all 
times . 
Good personal relations in support of the 
University's public image is the duty of all 
University employees, all of whom are pub-
lic relations representalives of the Univer· 
sity if unofficially . Departlnent heads. de-
ans an<t_ directors ~ar major administrative 
responsibilities for the actions of employtes 
under their supervision . Often the visilor's 
or caller's first conlact with Howard is 
~ugh a receptionist , telephone operator , 
o r secre1ary . Since negalive first im-
pressio ns are difficult to dispel , care 
should be taken to create posi1ive im-
pressions with the University's publics . 
Dr. Wiley A. Branton, Dean of the Law 
school said that he has some problems with 
the policies and that he had expressed his 
feelings , on the ma11er: personally to Dr. · 
Roger Estep. ' 'Jn regards to my position, on '\ 
the matter , I don 't have a statement to ' 
issue," he said . 
When asked about his feelings on the 
issue and the general response by facuJty , 
administralors and staff, Alan Hemesch. 
the universitylnfcmnatioo Officersaid ' 'it is 
not an issue of teelings . It is our responsibil-
ity to comply with the constitution . He 
further slated that he was not in the position 
to .make an assessment on the issue. 
'' I can 't deal with that, " Staled Dr. Vin· 
cent J. Browne, Chairrnan of the Political 
Science Departmenl. '' I have nol spent 
enough time reading the material .·· 
Dr . Lionel C. Barrow , Dean of the 
School of Communications said, ''We are a 
private institution and the board has the . 
right to make the rules . Also you must 
remember my respcmilil.ity (as a dean) is to 
uphold the policies once approved by the . 
board and if one is in opposition with policy 
it should be dealt with before going in front 
of the board . 
However Samuel F. )'ette· a professor in 
the Depmt11ientof Journalism views the mal· 
ter quite difteren1Jy . ''First. as a member of 
the Council of the Senate, I am certain that 
fC0111i1111ecl 1111 11age 9) 
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by Robtrl A . Ed\.\·lilrds 
Hilllop Staff"'·rill'r 
I 
\ 
In all the hustle and buslle of registration 
and a new semesler, I w*il you 10 1akc a 
liltle walk with m~. Don't worry ... you 
don ' t have to change, you look fine . All you 
have to do is keep reading . 
Now that I' ve got you, we're going to 
walk back a few years ... 20 years to be 
exacl . . . and look al 1-ife at Howard in 
1962. While some things changed. sJme 
things never change at '' the Black mecca of 
education .·· 
I 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
-'•' 
• 
' . .,. 
• 
• 
School . !hey left . there "-'CTC things to be done . 
What about the srudents'I There "-"as a Among their projects was '' Project Aware-
tolal o(j ust 7000. What'was up with them'! ncss. 
Ho" · was freshman life? Well . ~ . ils a This projec1 " 'as (!esigned ! CJ present con -
freshman, life was a bit different. To begin. troversial speakers on the social and poli ti-
therc were obvious signs of a freshman . 8 )' cat issues of the period on ca1npus. 
fol towing the snug little beanies, one was ~· - Wilma Monieith of SolJ!h Carolina was 
sure 10 find a freshman perched under it . elected Hontecoming Queen for 1961 . (Hey 
Unlike so man)' today. there was a special Coco check her ou1!) . _ 
pride in being a freshman. Wearing that As for spons. the Hor11ccon1ing game 
beanie , and 7 o'c lock curfew s were all just \lo' a S lost to che Pirale ~ of Han1pton lnstitule. 
par1ofbeingatthebot1on1 of thetotempole Alth ough on the ntovc in 1he many 
... one thal look 4 years to climb. aspects of college life. as is today. fashion 
During that climb to the 1op. the seniors " 'as a way of life al Howard . 
' 
The flfSt difference we ' ll notice is the 
absence of Ptesidenl Check . As a matter of 
fact Dr. James Madison Nabrit. Jr . was 
celebrating his fll1it year as University Presi-
denl . 
of 1962 had spenl their lime wisely . Let's start v.'ith hair ... if was usUal!y 1 
Dr. Armour J . Blackbum was Dean of 
Students, former HEW Secretary, and re'. 
' 
In 1959 as sophomores, the girls held a short and pu1 into a bouffant hairdo of some 
silent. mournful protest in front of the ad~ sort for the girls . 
minis1 ration building agains1 1he over- Guys. the now popular ··fade out '' hair-
crowding situations in the girl's dormitor- cut was the non:i for those guys in the swing 
_1es. of things . 
centD.C . mayoral candidate Patricia Harri s Becoming seniors, they began to see a The attire fo r the college student was as 
follo\lo'S .. the fellas projec ted that 
''studious look· · b often wearing narrow 
was Associate Dean of s
1
tudents, later mov- · lighl at the end of the tunntL they saw the 
ing on to be lhe Dean of Howard's .Law end of their slaY at Howard near . Before 
~ 
I 
lapeled spon jackets. narrow ties. and bag-
gie pants. _ 
The ladies of Howard demonslrated a 
variety of wardrobe. selections. The skins 
cou ld be straight or flared , but not above !he 
knee ... at least not yet . Pearl s, pearls. and 
more pearls . . they were a mus!. For 
some. those dreaded ''cat eye'' glasses 
were the ''spotty'· addition to !he perfect 
o u1fi1 . 
Shoes were very close to the more 
''chic'' shoes of today ... narrow and 
pointed . ''Wingt ips'' were cool for the 
'g1.1ys. while tlJ.e classic pump graced the feet 
of the Howard woman. 
Speaking of feel ... mine arc a bit tired 
of walking . but before we call ii a day . · .. 
lets look at spons back then . 
Not ye1 in the MEAC, Howard learns 
were in the CIAA . Here's a quick sununary 1 
of their performances ... while the track 
team produced a perfect record , the football 
team ended the season wi1h .a 1-9 record . 
Howard Hosts ''D.C. No-Fault 
-- ' 
Insurance Conference'' 
b}· l 'rac} L. Smilh Jr . 
Hilltop S1affwrittr 
Currently. 40% of D .G. drivers are 
assumed to be driving wi~I insurance . 
No-Fault insurance will P.rOvidc the auto-
mobile owner and his passengers with per-
sonal injwy protection benefits in the case 
of a car accident . A No-Fault policy alone 
will not cover darnag~ to the car. lbe pur-
pose of the No-Fault Act is to provide D.C. 
Citizens with assunmce- that they will be 
' compensated in the evenl of personal injury 
resulting trdm a car accident . 
Those who choose to drive their cars 
within the District after April I , withou1 
no-fault insurance , run the risk of suspen-
• siori or revocation of their registration and 
·driver's licenses , and/or a jail sentence of 
up to 30 days and a fme ofbetWeen S 100 and 
$300. The penalties increase with suc-
cessive offenses. 
If the car has already been r;cgistercd and 
is being driven under a convCntiooal auto 
insUrance policy. the owner'dcies DOI have to 
do anything as of April I . His present policy 
will automatically be converted by the in-
suraOce company to a no-fault policy . 
According to Dr. Chastain . D.C. drivek 
wii'I receive ''more coverage for your 
money'' upon convenion of the policy in. 
spite of a projected 4-S percent increase in 
. I 
msurance prenuums. 
Enfon:emcnt of the no-fault law will be 
uDdertaken by the Department of Transpor-
tation (D.O.T.) . Violation of the No-Fault 
law will be added to a ba41og of parking 
tickets as a motive for the DOT to boot the 
car. 1be expense of the interaction between 
the insunnce company and thc!lepartmcnt 
of lransporqtioo for enfon:e~nt pwposes 
. 
will be borne by D.C. motorists . According an informaJ forum sening . 
to Tom Martin, Chief. Special Services Di- The D.0 .T . is currently embarking upon 
vis'ion, D.C. Depanment of Transportation, a massive advenising campaign 10 infonn 
. 
ing !he no-fault law. also, a consumer hot 
line is provided by the D.C. Office of Con-
sumer Affairs . Call 347-4100 Monday-
Friday between 9:00 a .m. and 4:00 p.m. 
and ask for information on no-fault in-
surance . 
itisnotyetknownifenforcementofthcnew lhe public of the new requirements sanc-
law through the administrative channels of tioned by the no-fault law . Insurance agen-
the D.0 . T . and the various insurance com- cies or brokers can answer questions reg~-
panies will be cost-effective . . .---------------'---------------~--
As of April I , all car, trucL. , and bus 
drivers in the District of Columbia will be 
required to be covered under a no-fault in-
--surance policy . Without this insurance it 
will be impossible to register your car 
within Washington , D.C. 
Howard University became the focal 
point for the dissemination of information 
concemii;tg the new no-fault legislation' 
when it hosted the '' D.C. No-Fault In-
surance Conference '' on January 18. The 
conference, held in the Blackbum Center, 
Was sponsored by the Center for Insurance 
Education-a segmen1 of Howard Un-
iversity's Sc~ool of Business and Public 
Administration (SBPA}-and was provided 
as a public service to the D.C. conununity . 
The conference, coordinated by Dr . 
James Chastain . Chairman , Department of 
Finance and Insurance , SBPA, and chair-
man of the D.C. No-Faul1 Insurance Steer-
ing Committee, was well-anended by var-
ious officials of the insurance industry and 
D.C. go.vemment , as well as by private 
citizens. 
The ftr'St haJf of the program consisted· of 
a series of speakers who addressed topics 
relating lo the no-fault law such as ''benefits 
payable under D.C. No-Fault'', ''Im-
plementing the Law, and Consumer Protec-
tion Under the D.C. No-Fault Law. '' The 
finaJ segment of the program allowed the 
attendees to separate into four workshops in 
which special intertsl could be discussed in 
00 store 
00 e 
$50,000 Damage 
b'' Allison (;iles 
Hilllop Staff"'riler 
On this cold Friday morning , icicles 
stream down the back windows of the Ho-
ward University Bookstore reminding any 
curious observer of last weekend 's flood . 
Bookstore Director Jaime Negron es-
timated damage '' in terms of textbooks '' at 
$50,000, but added, '' I can '1 es1ima1e the 
strucruraJ damage .' ' 
University officials who could verify the 
amoi,int of damage were unavai lable for 
comment yesterday . ' 
Negron explained that the flood occurred 
when a water pipe located on the recently 
i'cmodeled fifth floor broke, leaking water 
down to the lower floors . Because of thC 
holiday weekend , the water was not dis-
covered until Monday morning by book-
store employees . 
-
''Thanks to Mr. Humphrey (Bookstore 
Manager) and the staff,'' said Negron, •' we 
began to clean up and salvage and cover 
undamagect books . " Humphrey said the 
bookstore was open by 3:30 Monday after-
noon . 
Most of the damage occurred to text-
books along the north wall of the bookstore 
where commurtication,speech, and eco-
nomic teiltbooks are located . 
''We have receiVed pennission from the 
claims adjuster to sell the books at half-price 
(non-returnable)," said Negron. He added 
thal the bookstore plans to bold a sale of 
damaged and ob§9lete books in the Univer-
sity Center sometime in the near future . 
After hearing that the bookstore will be 
selling a S2S . 95 economics books at a re-
duced price, business student Melita Moore 
replied, ''Great! ... Most books run an 
average of $20.00 so five books would cost 
about SI00.00. Every little bit helps ." 
.. . 
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(Way to go big blue!) 
The soccer team became the first minor-
ity, co!lege soccer team 10 win a nalional 
championshi'p in 1he United States . The 
baseball team broke a 3 year los ing s1reak , 
while the basketball team closed the season 
with an 8- 13 record . . . nol one of the 
Bison's bener years. 
' 
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Or J<l1t1tc"s r\l\allis~) ll Nabrit . Jr . 
someone's eye . Yet and still, they were a 
dream for ttic ~orlfs most prestigious 
Black university a' dream.that is now reaJity . 
Some buildings, Such as Douglass HaJI 
seem as if they've been here forever, and 
will be forever. 
Yes. life at '' the Mecca ··. has taken a few 
twiscs and turns in the last 20 years ... 
what was '' neat '' then , is ''fierce ·· now 
... and what was ·'cool'' then could easily 
be called '' hot'' today . 
Despile 1he l~i ng records, there seemed 
to be a spirit th3!1 ~od~'s studeri1 body some-
times lacks. Schdol spirit was clearly a sign 
of a campus attitude of unity . 
There,,.was nol only a'"pride in sports, but 
in attending Howard University. a common 
bond never broken . Don'! get me wrong it 
can be found today ... but it 's harder to 
locate . 
Despite the change in H.oward lingo, the 
leng1h of, skirts, the division of our sports t 
teams. those who caJI the shots. and those 
who stroll the yard . Howard University will 
always be a unique ins1itu1ion of higher 
Locate, that rings a bell . You couldri 't 
locate many of today 's buildings because 
they simply weren 't there . BuildingS such 
as che Blackbum Srudent Cen1er. WHUR , 
WHMM . CAR buildings ., and the School of 
Social Work were but mere twinkles in 
Safety: Isn't It Worth lt?:t.t. is the title of a 
film 10 be presented by the Office of Secur-
ity and Safety Services on Jan . 24 and 25 . 
For details, caJI 636-7167 . 
A workshop on ''Birth Control and Vagini-
tis' ' is scheduled for Jan . 28 from 9 a.m. to 
4 p.m. µi the College of Allied Health Sci-
' enccs . Admission is free . CaJl 636-7565 for 
additional information . 
' 'Super Bowl Sunday'' will be held Jan. 30 
at I p .m. in the Blackbum Center Punchout . 
Admission is free . 
education. , 
Who knows ... our hot little outfits of 
today will probably be the laughing stock of 
tomorrows Howardites . 
And when we look back a1ourlittle walk , 
we 'll see we 've come a long way baby . 
... Oh Howard we sing of lthee! 
Institute of Government Sununer Internship 
Pro~ in state government. A brief de-
scription of possible internships and ap-
plications arc available in the college place-
ment office . 
Howard's Asa T . Spaulding Association is 
launching its second journal . Geraldine Pitt-
man Woods, Chairman of Howard' s Board 
of Trustees , will be mentioned in the jour-
nal 's dedication . She is highly rccognim1 
as outstanding throughout the medical pro-
. ' fess1on. · . 
A ''Small Fry'' program feat uring the 
Sophomore junior and senior North Caroli- movie ' 'Dumbo' ' will be held Jan. 29 from 
na residents attending an out-of-state col- 11 a.m. to I p .m . in the Blackbum Center 
- 'ege ,have until Feb. 11 to apply for the .. A•u•d•i1•o•ri•u•m•.•A•dmi-•'s•s•io•n• i•s•50- =-·IS· ·--
• 
• Allentown , PA • New York City 
· Atlanta , GA • Philadel phia , ~ 
• Connecticut · Pittsburgh , ~ 
• Illinois • Virginia 
·Long Island, NY ·Washington, DC 
• New Jersey • Westchester, NY 
PREPARE NOW FOR FEBRUARY 19, 1983 EXAM 
NCET OFFERS: Extensive 40-hr. or 32·hr. "Weekender" courses· Live 
lectures · Sl m~lated exam conditions · Special home-study materials ·Tape 
library· Up-to-date course materials ·Group & indlvldu11 counseling 
For a free brochure and an 1inv1tation to a free sample class cove ring the 
LSAT exam and the Law School admission process call now or write: 
TOUFREE(BOO) ~23-2618 
The htlanal Center tar £ducatlanal Tes.ting 
1271 Ave. of Ult Americas, Suite m , 
hw 19rk, N. Y. 10020 
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Convention Center 
. . 
_'Spurs Development Black Caucus: 
b y Cristal Holmes 
Hill1op Staff"riler 
Black ~erica on Capital Hill 
by Robin McG inly 
•lilll11p Slaff"rilt•r 
The new Washing'ton Convenlion Center 
will be the spearhead for much needed eco- . 
OOmic developmenc jin the ninth and ··H"' 
Sts. area and surrourding downtown retail Applauded by many and maligned by 
corridors , according to the cenler's facl others, lhc Congressional Black Caucus has 
~heel~ ! I , 1 wiinessed difficult times as well as trium-
1 Bui what exactly ~s this mean in do!- phatit victories . Praised for its' ongoing 
lars and cents 10 the D .C . communiry? efforts 10 articulate and influence House 
, According to the center's Assi stant legislation on behalf of black and brown 
CJeneraJ Manager Alan Grip, lhe most im- people. many question whether that is· real I)' 
• l;;nan1 economic impacl of the cenler is that • an accura1e descriplion. • 
Or hundreds of thousands of people spend- I As unemployment shoots skyward. with 
ing an average of S.500 per person in Wash- blacks being panic.y larly hard hit. and as 
inglon . \ this administration struggles 10 secure rec-
Says Grip. ·' Within, lhrec years lhe (Cen- • ord defense appropriations. many people 
ter) will be attracting in excess of 300.000 are lookin-g in the direc1ion of the CBC for 
people per year. each spending an av1rage some concre1e solulions to lhese and other 
Of $500 . ·· concerns . However . there are no concrete 
In addition by fi scJ.I year 1987, the center solutions for lhe complex problems that face 
will be the impetus for generating $65 mil- this country loday . 
' !iOn tax dollars along with private develop- The Congressional Black Caucus was 
men1 , such as holels . fonnally organized in 1969 with 13 caucus 
I The holel developmenl wilf seek to be a members . A bipartisan group , lhe member-
major money-maker and is a primary reason ship has recently grown 10 a tolal of21 black 
that 1he site of the cenler was chosen, congressional representalives . Prior to the 
according to John FOndersmith. Chief o{the CBC being crealed, there was no legislative 
DoWntown Sec lion of !he DC government body lo sufficiently address black issues and 
Office of Planning . concerns. 
Fondersmith said , ··The center was de- In a recent interview with The Hilltop. 
liber dtely localed on the sile. " that it is on L-----------------------------------_:::::;;;;;;....;-;;;. _______ .J Fran Farmer, executive direc1or of the CBC 
for at least three reasons: ( I) 11 is within one Phoio< by Hrian Pric·e- H ilhop Foundftion spoke about lhe caucus and the 
block of the Metro Center, (2) It is .very An aulo sho w is among 1he fir st publi c ex hibits to use the spice that the Washington Convention Center provides. unique posi1ion the organization enjoys . 
close 10 !he Downtown retail core, (3) There .• In her role as Executive Director of the 
was little dcvelopmen1 of the 30 acres; im· downtown' WaShington. . . at least three than I 00 events fi rmly booked into the Cen· The first major national convention lo be foundation , Ms. Farmer overseas day-10-
mediately surrounding the Cohvention Cen- will be on !he Cenler' s in1n1cdiatc peri- ler beginning January 1983 through 1993'' . held is for the Ai:nerican Society of Associa- day functions of the organizailon . 
_ter In ilia1 area , sa1d Fondeismith , there meter. '' Another 100 events are tentatively sched- lion E:c.ecu1ives, which is expecled lo have ··Tue focus of the caucus . since il 's in-
werc parting lots and a few buildings which For example, The Hotel Vis ta In- uled for tha~ same period . an attendance of 6 ,000 on March 22-27 . ception, is nol only to deal with the prob-
' the c iiy bough!~ ternational is scheduled 10 open this Febru- These events will hos! 5.000 to 15.000 Grip said thal an interest in sports and lems of black Americans, but to deal with 
[ The Hole! development includes 1 J ary on ·• M '' street. The Marriott al 14th and people per event on the average. The Center en1ertainment events exists for next year the problems of the poor, which we as 
ho1els that Fondenmith-said were either be- Pennsylvania Avenue and the Ne"'' Capitlll has a capacily for 26,000 people at any one when they have the capacLty for it, but until blacks arc disproportionalely a part of. And 
ing consttuc1ed or renovated , including six Place Sheraton -on New Jersey Avenue are time. has rooms 10 hold from 50 to 1.000. then it is a low priority . of course, there are the third world issues in 
ho1els and one renovation in the ·'Serious'' under construction, said Fonder.imith . Of .people. and four exhibit halls , said Alan The cenler which costed $98. 7 million to the international arena as well .·· Farmer 
pl;mning stages . the hotels being construc1ed . planned afld Grip who is also in charge of marketing and build is under the direction of a five member stated. 
According to Convenlion Center in- renovated. there are expected 10 be 5,221 public relations for the center. board of directors , has 85 full -lime and 30 As a resul1 of some changes in rules thal 
' , fonnation there are ··40 separate develop- rooms . noted Fondersm ilh . The centCr will serve as a ''showcase '' part-lime employees . took effect in October 1981 . the CBC has 
~nt projecl commitments, related directly But will the Center acrually draw enough for national and in1emational conventions, In the ncx:t fiscal year beginning Oc1ober had to organize into three unils .. Stemming 
to the creation of the Center'' and ''Of the people to fill-those rooms? According 10 the trade shows, and other publ ic exhibits such 1983, I Smore people will be employed full - from the House Administrative Committee 
approximately 20 new hotels pl~ . for Center's release there are a]ready ·· more as . car. computer . and flower shows. time there, Said Grip . which govern s all caucuses, the rule 
...;.;.. ___ .;..._.._ _________________________________________________ ,_ _______ ..., changes said in effecl '' thal caucuses could 
News From Associated Press Nationwide 
lNDIAN LAND QUESTION . WASHlNG-
1 
TON , D.C. (AP}-American Indian Lead-
ers assailed Interior Secretary James Watt 
on Wednesday for comparing their reserva-
tions 10 enclaves of ''tenible socialism.'' 
Some cal led for his resignation and one ac-
cused him of ''bringing new meaning to the 
word red-baiting. '' . , . The furor stcmmed 
from Wan 's comment on a tclevison pro-
gram called ''Conservative Counterpoint'' 
on the satellite program network : ''If you 
want an example of the failures of social-
isnl . don 't go to Russia , come" to A~erica 
• 
and sec the Indian r;servations . •• 
• MLK BIRTHDAY LEGISLATION . 
RICHMOND (APt-Dcspite descriptions 
of Dr. Martin Luther Kirig, Jr. as a Jaw-
breaker. Communist and womanizer, a full 
Senate vote is assured"on a bill to honor the 
vandalism lo a synagogue in Reston, and 
other acts have been reported in other areas 
of !he state. . . '' An attack on any 
religious, ethnic or racial group is an allack 
on the freedoms of the entire community.·· 
Plum said in a statement .... The annual 
report of the Anli-Defamalion League of 
B ' nai B' rith indicaled thal only ni ne olher 
stai.es had more anti-religious. anti-Semitic 
incidents last year. ' 
L I B k no longer do what individuals could not 0 Ca an S do.'' In short , caucuses would be no longer allowed lo accepl CO'J'Orale contribui;ons. 
F D e t t e and could nol lobby or take advocacy posi-or Ives men ID ~ons . Because lhe C BC fell ;1 wanied 10 preserve much of whal had been sla!ted, 
-
many structural changes were to occur . In 
Uth re'Sponse lo the rule changes : !he CBC is now a oelwork of three separate bu! related entities . 
1 
OriginaJly organized in 1976, the CBC 
Founda1 ion' s role has been vaslly ex-
panded . Though always responsible for the 
graduate legislative internship program. the 
Foundation 's duties now include long-term 
research , lcgisla1ive anaJysis, and fund-
raising . In addition. !he Foundation serves 
as · a liaison to various public- inlerest 
groups. 
Further in line with the rule changes , a 
political action committee was formed 10 
take on lerisla1ive advocacy positions. as 
well as 10 support specific candidates for 
public office . 
Finally , there is lhe caucus itself. A leg-
islative organization on the Hill , the CBC is 
al the hub of coordinating legislative ac1iv-
ity in the House . The caucus is supponed 
only by dues , with ''clerk-hire '' coming 
from the individual members . 
11 slain black civil rights leader with a separate 
Virginia holida)o .... 1lntroduced ~gain this 
ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENC Y 
OUTBREAK . BOSTON ( AP)- The 
spread of a deadly breakdown of lhe im-
mune system among Haitian immigrants 
shows thal the disease is a potential threa110 
everyone , not just people who depart from a 
''traditional life-style , .. a study conc ludes . 
... Since 1981' . 8 Haitians in the United 
States have been diagnosed with the di-
sease, caJJed Acquired·lmmune Deficiency 
Syndrome. or AIDS . Except for the Hai-
tians , mosl of the victims of this condition 
have been homosexuals or intravenous drug 
users . 
by Henry B. Hall j 
Hill111p s1arr"·ri1t•r [ 
Coun cilmember-1t-la1ge John Ray 
vestiture policies pertaining lo South 
Africa; they arc Massachusetts . Michigan , 
Connecticu~. Wisconsin , Ken1ucky and Ne-
braska . 1be cities that have approved di-
vestiture ordinancCs or policies are Phila-
delphia; New York; Hartford , Conn.: Grand 
Rapids and Eas1 Lansing, Mich . : Berkeley, 
Cotati, and Davis , Calif.; Gary, Ind .; and 
Cambridge~ Mass . Eight universities have 
adopled tOtal divestiture policies, and more 
than 25 are undertaking partial divestiture. 
according to a news release from Ray ' s 
office . 
Delegate Walter E. Fauntroy , as the cur-
renl chairman of CBC, has long been per-
ceived as an individual whose leadership 
culs acroSs the lines of his respective dis-
trict. A long-time political activist in the 
struggle for civil-righlS, Fauntroy is equally 
vigilant in protecting his district' s inleresl in 
the Congressional process . However, as a 
non-voting member of Congress, it is felt 
that Fauntroy's effec1iveness in this position 
is aclllally undermined by the irony of it . 
I year by Seo . L . Douglas Wilder, D-Rich-mood. lhe measure was approved Wednes-
day , 10-4. by the Senate general laws com-
mittee .• ... J\n iden1ica1 bill was approved 
; by the Genehil Assembly in 1981 but was 
1 vetoed by ,G~V". John Dalton because the 
bill , seeking' to avoid adding another stale 
holiday to the calendar, eliminated Election 
Day as a holiday . 
! 
• 
I . 
: INSANITY- DEFENSE RAPED. WASH-
! INGTON , D.C . (AP)-Reactini to the up-
: roar after John Hinkley 's acquittal on 
: grounds of j nsanily , the American Psy-
! chilitric Association said Wednesday that 
! Courts should slop asking psychiatrists 10 
! testify Whether a defendant was sane or in-j sane, responsible or nOI r.csponsible .... II 
~ also recommended that when psychiatry can 
: do no more for people found innocent by j reason o~ insanity people might be dan-
~ gerous still-they '' should be transferred to 
: the most app1opriate non-hospital facility, '' 
• • 
" rather than betng pul back on the street. 
l 
' ~ ANTl - SEMITl.SM LEGISLATION . 
: RICHMOND {AP}-Lcgislation to curb 
: what its sponsor tenns •·an alarming num-
: ber of anti-Semitic incidents in Virginia'' 
: was submincd to the Virginia House of Del-
• 
• egates on Wednesday .... Del . Kenneth 
: Plum, D-Reston, rtferred to specific acts of 
• 
• 
TEEN BIRTH CONTROL. WASHING-
TON . D.C. (AP}--Parenls can expeCt by 
lale February or early March 10 slart being 
nolified when !heir minor daughters get 
birth control devices from federally subsi-
dized clinics . .. . The office of Manage-
menl and Budge! has cleared the plan 
requiring that clinics !ell parents within 10 
days of supplying contracepti ves .... A 
clinic official could waive lhe rule if ii is 
believed the teenager might suffer physical 
harm if her paren1s were informed . 
' 
VIDEOTAPE COPYRIGHT CO NTRO-
VERSY. WASHINGTON. D:C. (AP)-
The Supreme Coun. soon to decide whether 
millions of Americans arc illegally taping 
television shows . was told that maken'. of 
holTiC video recorders '' h~ve infected this 
country with the knowl~ge that causes 
copyrighl infringement ." ... The justices 
mus! decide whelher a federal appeals court 
was right in ruling that video recorder 
manufacturers like Sony can be forced to 
pay continuing royalties----<>r even made to 
stop selling the machincs--because more 
than 5 million American families already 
are vio lating copyrighl laws . 
D.C . Councilmember-at-Large John Ray 
has introduced legislation that if passed. 
would result in the withdrawal of city in-
Vestments from American fums doing busi-
~ess with the apartheid government of the 
Republic of South Africa. 
According to Margaret Gentry. public in-
formation direc1or for Ray , '" This is the flfSt 
diveslilllre act involving another country for 
the (D .C .) Council ." 
This bill prohibits the investment of pub-
lic funds in U.S. fums and subsidiaries 
which Joan money to do business in South 
Africa . 
The starute would apply to three large 
bodies of money: the TeacherS Relirement 
fund. the Policemen and Firemen's Retire-
ment Fund, and 1he Judges Re1irement 
Fund. 
A facl sheet prepared by Councilmember 
Ray' s office stales that , ''Approximately 
$182 million was invested in financial insti-
rutions and corporalions doing business in 
South Africa'' from lhe three previously 
menlioned re1iremenl funds . 
'The D.C . Bank Campaign, a c~ition of 
community activists, reported in 1981 that 
Riggs NationaJ Bank loaned S7 .5 million to 
South Africa. Riggs Bank is onC of lhe local 
banks that 1he D.C . Office of Financial 
M8nagemen1 has used for investment bank-
ing. Councilmember Ray has requested in-
fonnation from Riggs describing their cur-
rent activities involving South Africa, 
acconling to Margaret Gentty. 
.Six states and ten cities have enacted di-
According to the fact sheet, ''The bill 
proposed Closely resembles the Philadel-
phia Jaw.'' One major poinl of the bill says 
that , ' 'No public funds shall be invested or 
remain inves1ed in the slacks, ~urilics, or 
other obligations'' of banks and financial 
inslitutions which !cod money to the gov-
' 
ernment or the national corporations of 
South Africa or to U.S . corporate subsidiar-
ies in South Africa. 
If the bill is passed , the divestiture shall 
be completed within two years. 
According to Gentry, the bill has re-
ceived a ''wide range of community sup-
pon'' from such groups as the Southern 
Africa Support Project, the D .C . Bank 
Campaign , and various Ca1holic churches . 
Suppon from the Council has come from 
Councilmember Wilhelmina Rolark and 
Hildl Mason. 
While the South African Embassy -has 
made no comment on the proposed stalllte, 
fC0111in11ed on /Juge BJ 
On the other hand , it is also argued thal 
despite his lack of a vote. Del. Fauntroy '' 
position is reaJly enhanced, and less likely 
to be viewed with suspicion. Despite the 
arguments for or againsl him, there is linle 
doubt of Fauntroy' s effectiveness as a 
spokesman to be reckoned with . But the 
question of home-rule and voter representa-
tion for the predominately black Distric1 
still'lingers uppermost in the minds of many 
Dis~ct residents . J 
''Sure, it's always better to have the vote, 
but Del . Fauntroy remains a ccnlcr of in-
fluence , and he is a political power within 
the Congress . You know, Teddy Kennedy 
said it best . 'The problem with the District is 
that of the '' four too 's. '' Too black , too 
Democratic , too progressive , and too 
poor' ,'' Farmer explained . 
''The fact is, they don 't wan! to giv · 
representation to an area which, in tenns o 
population density, is larger than 12 or I 
states; an area which would have full votin 
representation . The probability is that thf 
two senators would be black , and, it is high· 
ly likely. thal they would be Democratic, 
since Democrats arc predominate in this 
town,'' Fanner claimed . · 
Though voter representation for District 
residents is or major concern. it is only a peg 
on a large board . ~eyond thal peg, there 
• 
exists a whole litany of nalional and in-
1cma1ional issues that aJso require attention . 
As CBC members reach seniority and the 
issues become more complex , lhe caucus 
has become a primary resource for detailed 
and sophisticated analysis . Recognizing 
thal black and brown people often have sim-
ilar interesl and questions . CBC works in a 
cQali1ion with many olher progressive 
groups . 
Because of ilS legislative role' in Con-
gress. CBC is able 10 pu1 i1s stamp of much 
of the legislation coming out of the House . 
In view of the Reagan adminislration's 
gross insensitivity to the needs of minorities 
and !he poor. CBC 's role asan instrument to 
aniculate those needs becomes even more 
important . 
Regarding the equally significant ques-
tions of American foreign policy . the 
caucus is on record as opposing the racis1 
regime of South Africa . 
As CBC members reach 
r. 
seniority and the issues 
become more complex, 
the caucus has become a 
primary source for. 
detai/ed-analysiS ... 
· "CB C--v iew s the Reagan ad-
ministration 's ·construc1ive engagement• 
policy as bankrupl . and repudiates ii at cv-. 
cry opportunity . There have been numerous 
effons by members over the years conver-
ning South Africa . There have also been 
disc uss ion of mandatory embargoes," 
Farmer said. 
Farmer also addressed the question of 
Namibia. and the futlcige con1roversy ove; 
whe1her to l;'>llll out 59u,t,h African troops. 
only if A(lgola would b001 ou1 Cubari 'ffiili -
lary advisors . ''CBC views ' the ,linkage 
theory ' as absolutely insane . We feel the 
bilateral relationship belween Angola and 
Cuba is a subjecl nol open to negotiatior . It 
is simply nol the type of rela1ionship that is 
normally the subject in in1erna1ional nego-
tia1ions . And , ii · ,complicating an already 
complicated silUalion , '' stated Farmer. 
As the country moves i ncreasingly to the 
.righl . the call for pragmalicism can be accu-
rately read as cuning back on the basic hu-
man comminments that are an integral part 
of this country ·s survivaJ as a world leader. 
With all the force of a demon rearing i1s ugly 
head, the Reagan administra1ion seeks to 
systematically dismantle many of the very 
values and committments that lie at the core 
of a fair and just democracy . 
The granting of tax-exemptions to segre-
gated educational institulions , the at-
tempted dismantling of minori.ty business 
agencies, and the continuous ovenures to 
• 
racist South A.frica, are all warnings that 
must not be taken for granted. 1be unem-
ployment rale brings the issues even closer 
to h? me , and in many ways , the problems 
seem more unsolvable than ever before . 
Mounting fru_strations among blacks have 
rumcd to growing disillusionment with the 
black leadership structure. 
1 
I 
' 
Disassociating herself from her role in the _ 
caucus for .a moment, Farmer reflected on ~ 
the pervading sense of di sillusion~nt . 
' 'Personally , I understand it in one sense. 
though I don 't particularly endorse it . Be-
cause the i~ues are more complex and im-
mediate , it ' s difficult to mount a consistenl 
position . It's h~ to know who your allies 
are. and what the resolution to the issues 
will be . 
"' It 's frustrating, because it seems that 
people arc going backwards instead of mov-
ing ahead. The leadership strucrurcs share 
those same frustrations . Fonner allies can 
no longer be depended on, so a wholesale 
reassessment of tactics , ditcction and re-
sources is taking place . It 's a very necessary 
thing , bufit takes time to come to terms with 
that," Fanner explained . 
There are no concre1e solulions to com-
plex situations. Indeed, the call lo mobilize 
around certain issues becomes even more 
difficult when people are hungry , and there 
are 'no jobs . Perhaps they ' ve heard it all 
before. 
''You know , we are 't"' own worst cri-
tics. We ar harder on ourselves and our 
leadership. morc"than any other group , and 
it ' s very troubling. Yes, this administration 
is p81'\kularly lawless, particularly adroit. 
and ~icularly slippery on 'the kinds or 
issues no previous administration would 
have dared to tackle . But while we arc com-
plaining. there is the question of support. 
Black insti~utions are underfunded; we 
don' t vote and mobilize in our own in-
dividual ways to do What needs to be done. 
We need to create a climate in which black 
leadership has to be respected , '' Fumer 
said . 
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Howard Unive~sity's Integrity And Reputation Is On The Line 
- ' 
The Hilltop published a lett~r on D<[tobcr 29. 1982 which was written by 
Attorney Michael A. Harris , Office of the General Counsel . The letter was 
addressed to Dr. James E. Cheek, president of Howard University . In the Jetter 
Harris outlined a series of grievances against Mr . Dorsey E. Lane , the General 
Counsel. The grievances centered on nepotism, favoritism and sex discrimina-
tion . In the letter. Harris asked for a ''fair and impartialthearing." 
The content of the letter shocked the conscience of the Hilltop. The allega-
tions of improper promotions, incredible increases in salaries, combined with 
undisputed evidence of a deed and a deed of crust , trust financing the purchase 
of 'a $99,000 condominium by Mr .. Lane and his special assis~t. Brenda D. 
Williams, established, in our opinion, that lhis was an important and significant 
news story in the .evolution of Howard University . ,. 
The allegations-contained in lhe letter have never been denied either prior or 
subsequent to lhe filing of sex discrimination charges with the EEOC by 
Attorney Harris . Instead lhe reaction by university officials Dorsey E. Lane, 
Carl Anderson, and James E. Cheek simply raised moi:e serious questions 
concerning the legal reputation, moral character and institutional integrity of 
Howard University·. 
The chorus of official '' no comments'' and unofficial ''off the record' ' 
\
, confidential conversations with various members of The Hilltop Staff, student 
leaders , faculty members and employees seems to signal the beginning of a 
concerted and orchestrated effort to stonewall, hang tough and apparently cover 
up actions all too reminiscent of the Nixon-Watergate era . 
1. The performance oflhe Check administration initially was an enigma to The 
1 Hilltop: 1be issue, in the opinion of the administration, appeared to be more of 
a concer'n about the publicity of the issue. ralh~r than the truth and accuracy of 
che allegation~ . So, in a style that became all too familiar in 19~2 . in a manner 
more consistent with actions taken in Martial Law Poland. Soweto in South 
, 
in the General Counsel 's Office could receive in excess of $20 ,000 worth o(pay 
increases in four years and be paid al a higher rate than some faculty members 
holding Ph.D's and many tenured members of the faculty . 
The underlying fallacy of the Check-Lane administration's handling of this 
entire affair is rooted in the belief that this institution is frrst and foremost a 
corporation, a member of big business, not an academic institution dedicated to 
lifting the yoke of ignorance and oppression from the minds and bodies of our 
P,O<Jple . 
Howard, viewed solely as a corporation. can measqre its success in terms of 
the va1ues of its .investments and stock portfolio, the size of its real estate 
holdings, and the salary of corporate offiCers . 
Howard University Inc . , viewed solely as a big business, can demand blind 
obedience and blind loyalty from its employees as well as total control of its 
public relations publications . It also can award and advance those bureaucratic 
technicians. 
However, Howard University, as an academic institution, shall be judged a 
success or failure by the quality of the students it graduates, the vision1 of its 
admin~strators and the stature of its faculty . 
Howard University has at least two marketable items as an academic institu· 
tion . They are the integrity of its character and the moral stature of its reputa· 
tion . 
The Howard University that Dorsey E . Lane and James E. Cheek have 
created is not che Howard of Mordecai Wyatt Johnson . 
We believe that Dr. Cheek has lost the moral authority to restore the integrity 
to the university . We believe that Mr. Lane has lost the integrity and ability to 
justly advise or represent the legal affairs of Howard University . 
We appe,al to the Board of Trustees to restore the reputation of Howard 
University wi,lhout being forced by either court orders, public opinion or 
congressional action. 
We recommend that the Board set into motion the following : 
• Retire the General Counsel, Mr. Dorsey E. Lane. If he refuses to retire, 
then call for his resignation . 
• Review the_ pcfsonnel policy and practice of che present administration . 
• Shift the economic resource of the university away from . the over-
emphasis on high paid administrators' salaries and address the issue of un-
derpaid faculty, staff and student financial aid . $375,000 is a loss of scho-
larships. 
• Swiftly andjustJy resolve and settle the sex discrimination charges alleged 
against the General Counsel. 
• Pose the question , as Prosecutor Howard Baker posed it to President 
Nixon, ''What did the President know, and when did he know it?'' 
The Hilltop has been printed and edited by Howard University students for 
over half a century. It has hailC?Cf through the days bf the Great Depicssiqn, 
World War U, assassinations, Watergate and Reaganomics . The Hilltop has 
gone to press without censorship or a system of prior restraints. We choose to 
follow the Hilltop tradition as a newspaper dedicated to publication of the truth 
and not a public relations propaganda sheet controlled by the administration; 
therefore, if this edition become the fmal publication of a studcnt--controllcd 
newspaper. we want the world to know we have consistently stood u'pon truth 
and principles of justice and equity . We will not accept anything less , IU)d we 
make no apology for doing what the times and circumstances compel us to do, 
because the TRUTH IS THE TRUTH. 
\
I ~frica and in the Nixon White House . the paramount concern was to identify 
the enemy. stop the press . intimidate university employees, and posture , 
pontificate and establish a corporate reign o_~ terror. 1 
The nuth is the truth , so in spite of all the efforts to circle the wagons and 
protect Mr. Lane . the story was printed . The Washington Times, The Washing-
ton Post. The ~ashi~gton Afro-American and The Hilltop refused to be 
obedient and intimidated. In what could be reviewed as a shrewd and desperate 
attempt to cloak the censorship of The Hilltop with outward appearance of legal 
respectability, President Cheek , perhaps on the advice of his legal counsel, r 
' ers ••• 
\ issued a letter attempting to establish a system of prior restraints on the freedom 
1 of the press in _the publication o~ ·'The case against the General Counsel·' by 
I The Hilltop. • 
In the Cheek' letter. which was published in The Hilltop, the President spoke 
... out on ''freedqm of expression and inquiry through student publications'' ; 
however. he added . · ' It is incumbent on me to ensure that Howard University 
takes steps to minimize the possibility of litigation based on a claim of libel .'' t0n December 2. 1982 The Hilltop submitte~. under protest. the copy of the 
1article concerning the affairs in the General Counsel's office . The legal censors 
1of Howard University revic~ed the material and . lo the horror of the Cheek 
1
administrati9n. ruled that thtf article contained no defamatory material . Howev -
er, V .P. Carl Anderson and Director of Student Activities Raymond Archer 
"'would not be deterred and were able to delay the publication of the paper past its 
deadline l?" December 3. 1982 . B,ut . the truth is the truth, and The Hilltop was 
printed . In the meantime the srudent government leadership came out in suppon 
of The Hill1op 's right to be · controlled by the students and den1anded an 
independent investigation into the allegations surrounding the General 
Counsel . 
The threat of a law suit based on a claim of libel became the legal framework 
in which the-Cheek-Anderson-Lane adminstratio n has attempted to gain control 
of the last vehicle of free expression at Howard Univ'ersity . After all . Vice-
Prcsident Estep had proven his poin~ by denying faculty articles to be printed 
and press conferences critical of the Reagan Admini stration 10 be held , based on 
the concept that Howard , as a corporation . is responsible for all matters 
published by its faculty . 
f Apparently the strategy of the Cheek-Lane-Anderson administration is to 
paint a horror picture of potential judgments against the university and the loss 
of hundreds of ,thousands of dollars of university assets in these hard economic 
times . No doub't this strategy is to be used on the Board of Trustees to ensure 
that they ''rubber stamp' ' this disgraceful policy . 
, It appears that pr. Check has boasted to the university faculty and others that 
µie trustees have never rejected any proposal submitted by him during the 
~ 3-year tenure of hi s presidency . 
, In essence the administration will be demanding the Board of Trustees , 
without the benefit of .consultation with the Hilltop editor. student leaders , 
/ acuity or staff, to adopt a policy which will not only have a chilling effect on 
free expression , but in effect will endorse censorship and the desecration of the 
First Amendment and give .tacit and implicit ratification of the disgraceful 
~ctivities complained about in the General Counsel's office . 
1 What was unclear to us on October 29, 1982 and an enigma to us on 
December 2, 1982 concerning the reaction of the Cheek-Lane-Anderson ad-
ministration to the publication of the complaints agains1 the General Counsel 
became clear to us when the January 12 , 1983 edition of the Washington Post 
carried a front page story entitled, ·'Howard Orderea to Pay Professor 
$375,CXlO in Suit . ·· In n;porting the verdict of the Marie L . Best trial, the Post 
noted that ·'There had been a wide range of complaints against Howard 
University; breach of contracts in many variations and discrimination in several 
forms against whites, Africans, women and men.'' 
1 Experts in the field of college litigation were quoted as saying that the 
'number of verdicts and settlements against Howard was unusually high . The 
article then reviewed in detail che series of suits lost and, settled by Howard 
·. University. The Hilltop fou~d the number of lost cases and settlements to be a 
scathing indictment of both the Check administration's personnel policies afld 
the quality of the legal advice and representation afforded the University under 
the supervision of the General Counsel . , 
The amounts of the verdicts stagger our imagination . $375,(X)() verdict 1 
awarded to Prof. Marie L . Best; $168,492 a't..arded to Asamani and four other 
African professors; $43,000, including legal fees, awarded to Alden Lawson; 
and $45,CXlO in settlement to Sezzane Saul . 
In addition to these publicly known amounts, the university entered into a 
series of secret, undisclosed settlements with Ted E. Ro~J!S. Robin Sidwell, 
Bunyan Nathaniel Knight, and Olivia Revers . The Hilltophas al~o learned that 
the university senlC<:f for an undisclosed figure with former Prof. Benjamin 
Cooke. The Cooke case was scheduled to go to trial on the day following the 
publication of the Post story . 
It is even more clear to the Hilltop what was obviously apparent to Check and 
Lane concerning the publication of the Harris case . The Harris case was simply 
the tip of the iceberg and one case in a long ~ries of legal disasters sanctioned 
by the General Counsel. , 
The Hilltop is compelled to point out that none of the cases reported in the 
Post which exposed che · university to· li~ bility and resulted in the loss of 
· hundreds of thou~ands of dollars in university assets was filed, lost or settled 
because of any material printed or published by the students editing The 
Hilltop. . ' 
It is apparent to The Hilltop that James E. Cheek has been stripped of his 
moral authority to place before the Board any decision relative to 1bc Hilltop 
~either on minimizing the possibility of litigation based on a claim of libel ' 
' It is an indictment of the Chcck·Lanc administration that a female employee 
. 
• 
' 
Dear Hilltop: 
Yes1erday. January 5. a university em-
ployee by the name of Ms. Baskerville gave 
me intentionally misleading information . 
I was in Burr Gymnasium attempting 10 
regisler until I learned 1ha1 only new en-
tranls were allowed to partic ipate in the 
registni1ion process. That is. OSR 's !Old 
Studcn1s Returning] could not register un1il 
the 6th and the 7th . There were 1wo univer· 
siry employees working behind a !able. I 
approached them and inquired abou1 1he 
refunding of excess cui1ion. I explained that 
I had just lefl the ··A'· bu ilding where I had 
~deposited S400 in my accounl, and 1ha1 this 
sum was in excess of what I acrually owed 
for the first ins1allment of'the deferred pay-
menl plan . One employ~ later idcn1ified by 
another employee as Ms . Simmons, ex-
plained tq me 1hat refunds would be issued 
starting January 10th, the first day of clas -
ses. I unders1ood . Ms . Simmons had suf-
fi cien1ly answered my inquiry un1il a Ms. 
Baskerville added Iha! in order to oblain a 
refund . l"d need a '' let1er from your paren1s 
saying that you can withdraw money from 
your scudenl account .·· 
I asked her if !his was a new university 
policy . She replied, ··ves. ·· I then asked 
her when it wen1 inlo effecl; she answered 
·' this semesler . · · I !hen asked her if the new 
universiry policy applied to studenls over 21 
years of age . She again replied . ''Yes ." l 
then asked her why wasn' I the studenl body 
it formed of !his change . Ms. Baskerville 
repeated thal ii was a new rule and did not 
answer my question . 
I then infonned her of my sicua1ion--tha1 
my parents were vacalioning in Canada and 
that I would nol disturb them only 10 have 
them wrile a lellerlo th'at effect . Ms . Bas~ 
kerville replied, ''They can always tele-
gram it ." Al that poin1. I 1old her ·'Thank 
you,'' and left . 
Throughoul our dialogue, the woman 
seated next to her . whom I'd originally 
approached remained quiet and 
expressionless--as if whal Ms . Baskerville 
had jus1 said was ma11er-of-fac1 and com-
mon law . 
I left the gym. walked into the hallway . 
and stopped abou1 four different university 
employees and asked if they were aware of 
this new university policy. and none of1hem 
had heard any such rule . 
When I walked back tfRo 1he gymnasium, 
Ms . Baskerville was in conversation with a 
scudent , so I waited . ''Excuse me, I'd like a . 
copy of lhe memorandum Slating that stu-
dents need a le11er from their parents in 
order to withdraw excess money from their 
account .'· Ms . Baskerville replied. '' I don't 
have a copy ." I then asked . ''Where can I 
get one?'' She replied in a very hostile man-
ner, ''Look . if you have any problems. see 
Roscoe ." I replied , ''What is his office 
.number?'' She answered , '' Room 104 in 
the Bursar's Office .·· I asked the woman 
sealed nex1 to her, Ms . Baskerville ' s name . 
--:. 1be woman, Ms . Simmons. did not reply . I 
repealed myself. Again, no response . Ms . 
Baskerville, looking oul in space, so as to 
ignore me, reluctantly identified herself. I 
thanked her and le(t for Mr . Roscoe's 
office . lbere I was asked by an assistant to 
put this incident into Wriling. thal this was 
the only way the problem' could be resolved . 
I believe that the necessary disciplinary 
action, should be laken as soon as possible 
against Ms . Baskerville as well as her 
cohort, Ms Simmons . The lwo above-
mentioned university employees did not acl 
properly on the university's behalf. 
The next day, January 6, I returned to Mr. 
Roscoe's office, at his request. with letter in 
band. I briefly identifted myself to an assis· 
. tant , who remembered me from the day 
before . He asked me for the letter, but I 
' explained to him tha~ I'd prefer to hand· 
deliver ii myself to insure that the party 
involved , Mr . Roscoe.would receive ii . 
I was allowed into the office where I 
identified myself to Mr. Roscoe. who was 
previously briefed of the sicuation by an 
assistant the day before . I decided to 'Mite 
my telephone number under my return ad-
dress so thal I could easily and quickly be 
contacted . Mr. Roscoe !old me to ' ' come 
back Monday . after registration.'' so that 
the matter could be discussed . 
When I feturn~ Monday. I fully identi-
fied myself 10 ooe of his assistanls. who 
recognized me , and !old Mr. Roscoe that I 
was there with him. Moments later, he 
emerged from room 104 and relayed lo me 
that ''Rosco:e did.n'I ask to see you.", I in· 
formed him.tha.1 I ~as there Friday, when I 
' hand-deliveted the le1ter, and Mr. Roscoe 
specifically told me . face-to-face, lo ' 'come 
back Monday ." Al thal poinl , I asked the 
assistan! 10 repeal Mr. Roscoe 's message . 
He in IWTI slaled, ' 'He didn' t ask 10 sec 
you .·' I asked him if that was the complete 
message. and he replied , ' 'Yes.'' 
Mr. Roscoe's message of Monday . Jan-
uary 10. was very different and quite con-
tradictory to his message of Friday. January 
6. 
At that poinl, I thanked the messenger 
and lefl . As I walked outside the ''A' ' build-
ing , I though! I should make note of the 
assistant 's name . I returned to him and 
polirely asked him. ' 'Excuse me, could l , 
have your name . please?'' I received no 
response . I wan1ed 10 explain that no harm 
could be done to him and thal I understood 
'that he was only doing his job. I then again 
asked him his name. He replied, ''I'm too 
b~sy lo tell you, " and he conlinued to 
ignore· me and ass is red other scudents in the 
office . I waited until he was free and asked 
him, ' 'Are<you avoiding me?'' I received a 
blank stare" and no informa1ion. 
' ~ At that point, I left for the HUSA office. 
where I relayed the informalion concerning 
the second incident 10 Howard Prcsidenl 
Newell and he xeroxed-the statement-my 
letter 10 Mr. Roscoe . 
I feel that if Mr. Roscoe had gotten tied 
up. or if something had unexpectedly arisen 
that might have caru:ellcd our meeting, that 
I should have been properly informed as 
such and that the meeting should have been 
rescheduled .-However, just a mere '' I di-
dn'1ask10 see her'' without a ''come back 
later'' or ''I'm lied up'' will noi suffice . 
Furthennore, with no type of additional in-
formation to the effecl thal he will soon take 
some sort of action on his part , as he earlier 
indica1ed 10 me, and wi1h no . type of 
notification ai such . these actions, nihilistic 
in nature , do ,~ndeed yield a message that is 
paramount-negligence. Or if not negli-
gence, it is called ''covering up, ·· i.e . , for a 
colleague , or a ''hoping it'll lie 10 rest ." 
Well , I'm sorry , Mr. Roscoe . lbis in-
cident will not lie 10 rest. Hopefully, it ' ll 
serve as an impecus for other lett~rs lo flow , 
similar or dissimilar in nature to mine , 
where something will be done . · 
1bc many complaints I hear around cam-
pus concerning the ''A'' building need to 
materialize . Complaining is efficient only 
when it is dirtctcd to the roper individuaJ 
through the proper channels. 
I made it my concern to find out who Ms . 
Baskerville's immediate supervisor was, to. 
pul the incident into writing , and lo contact 
this individual. But only to have my prob-
lem not resolved? And lo have draft a letter 
to see no results? 
Well, I must remember the old adage, 
''No news is good neWs . '' 
Sincerely, 
Carla L. PattersOn 
College of Engineering 
j 
Dear Edi1or, I am impressed . 
I was on the campus yesterday, and I 
stopped at one of my former departments . 
One of the administrators kindJy passed a 
caw of your paper to me . I lovW what I 
saw. ~quality has not changed since !he 
days I was there; indeed, it has continued to 
improve . 
I want to congraculale you and your staff 
for &. Job well done . I hope. indeed I am 
sure, that you will continue to enjoy !he 
support and admiration of the comm~ty 
, _ 
• 
'· ' 
. 
you so well serve . 
Sincerely Yours, 
Oluscgun Akindcji 
• 
-
1982-83 Who's Who 
Students Named 
Fifty-three Howard students have been listed in 
the 1982-83edition of Who 's Who Among Students 
in American Universities and Colleges. 
Students are selected for inclusion in Who's Who 
on the basis of their academic scholarship, leader-
ship ability, and participation in extracurricular 
activities. ' 
This year's edition includes: Valerie A. Ashton (G r~uate 
School): Janine Michelle Blanche (Pharmacy): Noel Bonllla(Buslnes.s and Publ ic Ad-
mlnlsl r•tion); Melva A. Br..ilord (Eng!rllll! ring): Jacquelyn M. Brewer (liberal Ar1S); 
Sandra K. C....Ol ina (&sines.sand Public Admlnl.slrallon): 0.•ter E. COie (COmmunlca-
• tlons): Emory V, Cole (Liberal Ar1sJ: James Colem•n (liberal Ar11): Jackson C. Cosey 
(Business andiPubllc Administ rat ion); Robin M. Ounklns (Engf,,_jng); Edwin• Marte 
Garne1 (Llbe•• I Ar1s): Jiii A. Gilmer (Business and PubUc Admlnisl r•t lon); Nola Gor-
don (Humen Ecology): 
Also, Klmceriy Graham {liberal Arts): J11Cquell,,. E. HllT!llton \Liberal Arts): Janice 
L. H iii (Business and Public Admlnls1rat ion), Karen A. Hllllerd (Allll!d Health); 0hld 
A. Hinson (Business end Publ lc Admlnistrel ion): R1y L. HoWel l !liberaJ Arla); Oane 
C Jackson (Dent istry); Stai;ey F James (Communicet lons); Aqbert 0 . Jenkins J r. 
(All ied Health); Frenk H. John (Business end Public Admlnistrel lonl: Devld J . Jones 
(Human EcOlogy): Lesl ie M. Jones (Business.,.;! Ptobllc Admlnl1lrallonJ; Glenn Shoichl 
K1namori (Dentistry): Jeffrey Manuel J1. (Educat ion); Denise A. Marks (Liberal Art s): 
Jatilce L. Marshal l tEng!neering): Gregory Mays (Business and Publ lc Admlnl1tra11on1: 
Dawn F. McMahan (Communicat ions); Li ll ian T. Mepalyede (Pl'larmacyl: 
Olhers are. Kerry L. Mizell (Educat ion): James A. Momoh (Greduete School): Roneld 
C Motley {Medicine); Kevin D. Munson (liberal Art•): Howtid Newell (Llbefal Ar1s): 
David fhien Ng (Medic ine): remldeyo A. ODayoml (Oenllslry); Gr1nvllle U. Osujl (Ar· 
chllacture and Planning): Eric G. P&r1o0<11 (Communlca11on11: Juan H. Powell (Englneer-
lng1: Muriel Benne!! Price (Fine Arts); Peggy V. Reedus (Greduete 5chool): LarTy Denard 
Rice (Libera l Arts): Danielle l . Ricks (Communications); Tr.,; y l . Robinson (Liberal 
A11s\: Lita Teresa Rosar io (Communications\: Tonda V. Taylor (Business and Public 
Administration); Jesn W. WeOnwright (Liberal Arts); Jimmie w•1on (Communk;attoRsl: 
and Ellee L. Wynn (Archit ectu re and Planningf, 
Editor-in-Chief Managing Editor · 
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The Hilltop is a student ~ee~y publication, published on the campus of 
Howard University, 2217 4thlSt . N.W., Washj.ngton DC 200.59. ,(202) · 
636-6866 ' 
' 
The Hilltop encourages its readers to respond 'week by submitting ''Letters to the 
Editor.'' 
In order for us to wort more effectively for you and to cover more issues impllCtiDg 
Howard University and its conununity, we have lo heat from you . -
Letters to the Editor arc due every Monday at .5:00 p.m. They should be typed and 
double-spoced . 
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Friday, JanWlry 11, 1983 
' I 
I 
' Mit 11rice 1'a,ylor I 
' Nearly 13 years after the last organized efforts to improve racial . 
harmony on the predominantly white Manchester Community Col-
lege can1pus in Connecticut , Dr. Harry A. Meisel, Dean of Students, 
has initiated an Advisory Committee on Minority Affairs listing 
ethric harrassment , social relations, racial abuse and Black history 
and literature as the major concerns of the con1mittee . • 
The college , Connecticut 's largest community college with nearly 
7 .000 students, has only abouf 300 non-white students , 97 percent of 
whom are Black . 
"When 1 first came to ManchesterCoJimunity College (MCC) in 
July of 1977, I saw no people of color and that disturbed n1e , .. 
Meisel s~id . "I find it important that people of different races work 
together $O respect can be developed ." 
Michelle Williams, a Black MCC second-year data processing 
student , said she thinks it will take more than an advisory committe'e 
. to improve racial relations on can1pus. "I don ' t think racial harmony 
wi\l ever con1e about , but I'm willing to change: · she said . "They 
do~ 't teach students enough about Black people here ." 
As an example of lacking education , Williams referred to a white 
MCC professor. who one day in class talked about Black basketball 
pl~yers having more tale~! and rhythm than white players. White 
stu~ents in the class turned their heads around to see how she was 
reacting . "They seemed as if they expected me to explain why Black 
pl~yers_are berter than white players : · she added, "l think it was just 
an I attempt to make me feel uncomfortable, but when whites do 
thi~gs like that, I hold my head up a little higher. because it n1akes 
me proud of Black athletes .' ' 
"' 
·- Music was another major difference Williams said . c.·re:i till!? ~1 vole! 
between non-white and white students on campus . ·' in the student 
center. rock 111lisic.· is P.layed over the intercom . but when Black 
stutients bring their ·boxes ,' as they are called . to listen to n1usic they I . 
1 ' 
i' 
• 
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.population so there will be one college population instead of two, 
divided by color and cultural differences . 
The I. ,Cl 1v'eBr 
~ 
~ nch~_ "The staff and administration at MCC are liberal and racially concerned, but they haven't acted upon their concerns, " Meise) said, who for nine years Was an Assistant Dean at Howard Univer-
sity . 
• As the committee is getting underway, differences are developing 
over whether a racial problem exists at all . School officials say the 
like. white students act as if Blacks are disturbing the peace," she school has no problems and that they are only acting to head off 
said. trouble before it can begin. However. non-white studentsrand faculty 
· ·whites are real .green here at MCC,' · Linda Thomas-Smith, members say the college has a long way to go to achieve racial 
Director of Student Activities said . "I have been asked if I am still harmony . 1 
called nigger and if Black people really ge,t suntans," she said . One change the college made which has helped to .attract more 
' 'Once I was asked if I was African because I had three e:1rri11gs · in non-white students to its campus involves the public bus system. -
one . of my ears ." During his first year at Mee, Meisel said he discovered that the lack 
·'No one said leave Lorraine Hansbury, author of Raisin in the of public transportation was one of the major reasons non-white 
Sun , out of English Literature courses," Meisel said. "It just hap- students from the surrounding area did not attend MCC ~er 
pened . I want people of color to know Manchester Community numbers . 
College is a place they can come and learn ." : 'When it got .cold I noticed Black students were walking a 
Meisel, who is Jewish and an educator of 32 years.said , "Amer- half-mile to campus from the nearest public bus stop, and still others 
ican history didn ' t happen inside a vacuum ; people of color were had to walk an additional two miles to get to the MCC annex for 
very much involved . · · classes,· · he said . Through conversations with students he would 
Samuel Davis . who is Black and 15 years the college archivist , pick up from time to time, Meisel said he discovered that high school 
said there are currently two Black faculty and two Black ad- graduates in the surrounding area were making educational decisions 
ministrators at MCC ; himself. Connie Belton-Green, three years the based on whether there was bus service available, and he said, " that 
coordinator of the legal assistant program; Linda Thomas-Smith , is no way to make an educational decision ." So in January of 1980, 
two years Director of Student Activities: and John Taylor. two years the Transit system officials extended the "B" line, starting public 
Director of Financial Aid . bus service to MCC. The service has been in effect for almost two 
The seven-mernber advisory committee, made up of four Blacks years , and within that time the minority population has increased 
and three whites , had its first meeting last summer at \vhich Meisel rapidly .Meisel said . 
said n1embers discussed what direction they would pursue . The . The newly forrn~d Advisory Committee .intended to correct the 
con1mittee also decided to schedule a retreat, at which students , racial ills of the institution iS a long way from finishing its work, but 
staff. and adrnini strators will discuss ways to educate the college _ Meisel.who seems determined , says he will keep the fire burning . 
I 
• 
• 
• 
.,. 
The Grenadian Culture: The P.eople Want To Get Up 
.. 
The Grenada of the Ne1,1.• Jewel Move-
menl is in cu ltural upheaval . Grenadians 
havC begun to examine and 10 counter both 
the cultural re mains of colonial days and me 
.. relentless cul!ural pressure from the United 
Stales . -~ 
Bui someth ing new has also begun . You 
can hear it or sec it in the poetry , in lhe 
caly~so, in dance or in drania . Call it revo-
.' lutionary culture . Grenadians are voicing 
!heir anger at pas! domination and are piec -
ing together a vis ion of the future they want . 
The baggage of colonial days is seen in a 
1eacher's con1emp1 for a youngsler ' s creole 
or i ~ the s1oical sweating of a man properly 
wea'.ring a suit in 85° s1ick..iness . 
The cul1uraJ domination by the United 
Sta1Cs is seen in the blond , smiling faces of, 
Charlie's Angels on the T-shirt of a black 
"""I· 
It would be impossible to unbra.i.d all the 
historical strands that n9w make up Grenada 
.and neatly label them co lonial , neocolonial 
and voil3 . Grenadian . Whal must be started . 
,~ as Amil car Cabral, one of !he founders of 
the l libera1ion movements in the African 
Por1tuguese colonies. said in a 1982 speech 
e ntilled ' 'The Role ofCullUre in the Libera-
tio? Struggle, ·' is a sorting oul of the posi-
livC and negative elements in a culture . 
Nj More Charlie's Angels ) • 
' ' One of the mp.in groups involved in this 
so~ 1ing is Te levi s io n Free Grenada . 
• Ironically and inspiralionally. it is located at 
' ' ~·ans Souci-the fonner residence of Eric -
Gairy , the labor leader turned dicta1or over-
thrown in 1979. The television transmitter 
is ip Gairy ' s old obcah room , the walls still 
soqi-staincd from offering candles. (Gairy 
turhcd to the voodoo-like tradition of obeah 
in his last years as a desperate way to gain 
some support among the older people of !he 
island-and perhaps as a way lo soothe his 
own fears .) 
Before Television Free Grenada. says 
Elaine BaJy, until recently director of televi-
sion, Grenadians watched only rebroadcasts 
from Trinidad or Barbados . They were 
walching •'Charlie's Angels '' or ' ' The Odd 
Coople . ·· 
The programs came from the United 
States and . to a lesser extent. from Great 
Britain . '' I find !hat U .S. programs _rrc'very 
imperialist in outlook. , and some of them arc 
very racist," Daly says. ~d they idolize 
. violence . 
1bc role of Grenada' s new telev1sion, 
Baly continues . 1:. 10 prcsCrve tradi tional 
Gre nadian c ulture. lo allo""' Gre nadians lo 
speak for themselves . and lo educate . She 
- r gives an example of television at its best . 
''The comn1unity"of Birch Grove completed 
its community center, and televi sion went 
out to cover it. It was on the news . but the 
people of !hat community cou!dn"t see it 
because no one had a te levision set . So .,.,.e 
organized an evening , let everybody know , 
and took a te levis ion mo11ito r out there . We 
sho.,.,·ed them the news plus a mov ie . They 
loved it: they want to do this again . ·· 
The fac1 that a telev ision crew ""'as able to 
cover the Birch Grove event at all is because 
of Elaine Bal y's philosophy of appropriate 
technology . The usual pa11em when a de-
veloping countf)' wants lo set up a television ' 
system is that it turns 10 the big systems in 
the Uniled Si.ates. Germany or France. she. 
ex:plains . The big network ad\•isers pron101e 
the $90 .000 came ras. ''which can 't go out 
intp lhe bush where the people are . '· Or they 
recommend a mobile un it that is t!Xl large to 
maneuver 1he roads . 
Tele.vision Free Grenada uses three -quar-
ter-inch industrial equ,ipment . They have 
outfitted !he complete system for less than 
!he cost of one commerc ial camera . They 
rely on small portable cameras: ' 'We can 
take the cameras to the people rather than 
have !hem walk into an imposing studio.·· 
The emphasis is very much on !he aver-
age Grenadian , the people on the street . 
''One of the crucial tasks of television is tb 
let people expre ss their opinions about 
whatever is going on here politit hlly, soci-
ally. c ulturally or economically . Grena-
dians resent being told what should be going 
on here . Grenadians want to hear from Gre-
nadians. · · 
English As a 2nd Language 
Cultural modification or control has been 
exercised in Grenada for years through the 
system of ~ducation . When Grenadians re- • 
count schoolday s1ories, one prototypical 
memory comes up again and again . The 
youngsler stands up in "class to relell Grand-
falher ' s slory from the night before . Grand-
father ' s story was in creole . so the chi}d' s 
retelling is in creole . The child doesn ' t get 
very far into !he slory before the teacher 
interrupts to supply thC '' prq~r English '' 
terminology . 
Creole in school was definitely not ac-
ceptable . And since language is a carrier of 
culture , the message to the children was 
.-
' 
Support for change comes from all age groups. 
' 
clear: the ir c ul lure was not acceptable . __ in the Department of Culture of 1he People's 
Now , however , creole is beginning to be Revolu1ionary Governme nt . In conversa-
e ncouraged in the classroom and English lion . Ross refers often to Waller Rodney. 
treated as a second language . The change is lhe Guyanese hi storian and Marxi st assas-
coming through a national teacher educa- s il_!ated in 1980. ''Rodney said thal the 
tion project (NISTEP). greatest miracle is' the survival of the Carib-
··w e arc trying to teach 1eachers to be bean man------because he was in a system de· 
respectful o f creole . not to squash the chil - signed to kill . ·· 
dren and make !hem quiet." says Merle Slaves. had to learn mechanisms to live 
Hodge , one of the main coordinators of the through that hell . ''Our history is full of 
project . • rebellion and of night . ipis is fundamental . 
NISTEP is crying to introduce classroom This is part of our psyche .·· 
teachers to !he structures of creole so that For Grenada, one of the heroes of rebel-
lhey can recognize areas of in1erference lion is Julien Fedon . The rebellion of the 
with English . NISTEP 's goal too is to con- Freedom Fighters was WJ-ged join1ly by the 
vince teachers 10 give creo le a respected French and free blaCks . For 15 months , they 
place in !he language ans curriculum----:cs- withstood attacks from the Bri1ish, who had 
pecially in drama . poetry and slory-telling . regained possession of Grenada in the 
Treaty of Versailles . fedon and the rebels 
gained control of the entire island except for 
the capita], St . George 's . The British re -
sponded by sending out aJleet surrounding 
Fedon' s camps . and finally defeated the ex-
hausted rebels. 
A System Designed To Kill 
Caribbean self-contempt fo r language . 
cul1ure and blackness is the ideological 
legacy of salvery , colonialism and neo-co-
Jonfalism. Resistance to it did not begin, of 
course , with lhe New Jewel Movement in 
Grenada . What is happening now carries on 
from the Fedon Rebellion (1795-96), from 
Rastafarianism and from the Black Power 
movemcnl . 
''The black Cdribbcan has been deprived 
of dignity and has always been in sea:rch of 
that, .. says Jacob Ross---a poet. linguist, 
cultural anthropologist and now , with sqme 
. frustration , an administraior. '" 
Jacob Ross is very much a symbol of New 
Jewel Grenada: highly talented. uniyersil)' 
educated abroad, and running 14 hours a 
day on nervous energy and political excite-
ment . Ross is !he administrative coordinator 
Creole too was a fonn of rebellion , Ross 
adds . ' ' Wei rebelled against the language of 
our masters . We learned just enough to 
communicate ; the rest we retained for our-
selves ." And !he .same held bUe for relig-
ion . 1be slave fll'St and later the black peo-
ple living under the colonial system may 
have been outwardly Christian. But shango 
and obeah. forms of _ spiritual beliefs 
brought from Africa , were very alive be· 
Death the surface. 
' 1be Power of the Drums 
· ·we needed something to believe in and 
hold onto, '' Jacob Ross stresses . ''Many 
" 
people were looking for the same thing in 
Ras1af arianism.' · 
Rastafaria nism was one of the move-
ments that had profound symbol ic and psy-
c hological impac1 in Grenada. The other 
was the Black Power move me nt . Granted . it 
origi nated in the United States. says Ross. 
but it found fertile ground in the Caribbean . 
Ross remembers his secondary school years 
in the early seventies: ''Kids were reading 
[Stokely] Cannichae\ , Malcol~ X , Angela 
Davis . The y wre identifying with the s1ug-
gle s in Africa . They would learn the 
speeches of Manin Luther King and Mal-
colm X and recite them to drums . .. 
Eri c Gairy sensed the powe r of the 
drums . Many Grenadians now'tell of police 
c rashing inlo rooms o r seizing upon groups 
in the streets to destroy the drums . 
With the New Jewe l Movement . the de-
stroying of the drums was over . The poetry , 
the music and 1he drumming that had been 
clandestine moved out inco the open . More 
than lhal . the people's culturaJ expressions 
were how encouraged . 
··we have to reconstruct lhe psyche of 
our people." says Jacob Ross. ' ' To begin 
nation-building . we must restore our pride . 
This is a cultural issue; we h.ave to begin 
looking inwards , nol ou1wards . We see cul-
1ure as a tool for liberation- liberation 
doesn ' tjust come wilh lhe gun . but with the 
understanding of self.'' 
One of the clearest voices now speaking 
openly for the Grenadian experience is poet 
Garvin Nantambu . He will undoubtedly be-
come a folk hero or cul rural star . When he 
walks through a crowd at a rally , one senses 
an appreciative rustle . On stage . he has pre-
sence . His poetry is direct , unambiguous, 
sometimes angry . 
He· started wriling in 1978 . at lhe age of 
13, inspi;ed by an anti-Gairy cultural group 
and by the progressive lyrics in reggae . His 
poetry comes from everyday living . ''At 
times an experience with a person prompts 
me to write, or !he experience of a people . I 
write about the global struggle against the 
common enemy.' · 
There is no trad'ition of poetry in Grena-
da, he says . '' It ' s a new way of expressing 
ourselves . and it is gaining momentum.'' 
His own popularity started after he had read 
a few of his poems at public meetings. Now 
people. come up to him and show him What 
they have written . ''Their verses are simple, 
but it is beautiful-they arc trying to reflect 
their ordinary way of life . It inspires me to 
write . · · 
Bypassing Grenadian Music 
The Grenad ian experience also comes 
lhrough. not surprisingly, in calypso. Of 
course. calypso has long been a political 
stateme nt set to music . But its strength has 
bee11 in Trinidad . Mighty Sparrow , born in , 
Grenada. went to Trinidad 10 make his 
politically satirical music. Now Grenada 
listens to '' Innocent Blood ." ''Struggle for 
Freedom,' ' and · · Qlackman See Yourself. ·· 
George Peters was crowned calypso king 
in Grenada's 1980 CamivaJ for his song 
·· 0es1abilizers . '' His calypso name is Sur-
vivor , ' ' because I lived to see lhe revolu-
tion. ·· 
His band is, amazingly, the poliCe band . 
(He has been with !he police force for eight 
years--with an interruprion when he was 
kicked out fo r his outspokenness during the 
worst of the Gairy repression , to when he 
was rehired by the PRG.) 
He talks about the changes in ll"te band's 
music as a symbol of the changes in Grena-
da . The police band dutifully produced 
tunes imported from England, he recounts. 
··we didn ' t even think we were bypassing ,, 
the music of our people .'' Then their repcr- . 
toire expanded to include U .S. pop tunes1 
' ' but we still didn' t see our music ." 
With !he political changes came a musi-
cal convul sion . ''Now we almost don' t 
want 10 play classical music . We want to 
play our own . We look at calypso as a 
messenger of the people , getting the in-
formation of the day , putting ii into song 
and giving it back." 
' The process Survivor speaks about is 
happening in popular theater, in dance , in 
the visual arts . The government is helping 
by sponsoring exchanges , exhibitions. per-
fonnances and publications . But it is the 
ordinary Grenadians-office workers, 
teachers , accountants , fanners, students, 
unemployed young people-who are carry-
ing the surge forward . Whether it is the 
billboard saying ' 'Women Step forward'' 
or the. painting of Grenadian martyrs on a· 
Strec}. waJI in Gouyave , the.re is something 
paJpable happening . 
Survivor put it simply : '' In culture, the 
people wants to get up.'' 
"lo-Ann Kolmes is a journul1st living ifi' 
Edmcnlon. Alberta, Canada. Shit isa IPlt'm· 
ber "of the Larin American Solidariry Com-
mittee of Edmcn1on. 
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f,ldio A. e,own. l<. 
H ill~op Staffwriter 
S~~ you wanted to see the Wizard '? Well, 
Ho~ard University and the D.C. comn1uni-
t)' h ve the oppor1unity to do just chat . The 
Dnu)1a Depanment will bring to Cramton's 
stag the hi! broad"'"·ay 'niusical ' "The 
Wi.z ·· . The musi'".al adaptaiion of the ori -
gin story The Wi:ard fJ/0:. will be per-
fon1 ed as a contribution to the annual Fine 
Art~ Fes1ivat held on Howani's campus. 
The lshO"'-' is scheduled to run March 11 - 12 
for Jwo pc!rfonnances each day-a noor 
matinee and an 8 p.m. show . • 
.. , feel that the show is e:tci1ing and wilt 
pro\~ lo be the ideal theatrical event,'' said 
I Dr. yt·offry Ne"'"·man, Chaim1an of the De-
;, part~nt of Drama and director of the show. 
Ne~man said that the production is a ··cost-
!)' vf,nrure "'"·hich. will not only appeal to 
Ho ard, but to members of the communiry 
a~ ell . We hope thal everyone will come 
out 10 see an e'lampte of' true musical 
Aj ul 400 people initiall)' auditioned for 
lhe ~how, from which a cast of 100 y,·ere 
cho~n . Ne""·man felt that the Jar~ turnout 
fo~ fhe auditions were an indication of the 
nee<1 to develop a musical/theatre progr.rn1 
at Hoy,·ard . By implementing such a pro-
gr.u;n. a musical could be performed every 
semrster . giving the subslantial number of 
interested students the opponunity 10 study 
' and perform. ·' N musical/theatre program 
' at H ward would~ a great C'lperience and 
' ' Wll d give n1ore people a chance to be cast 
in v ·ous roles,·· comnll'nted one "drama 
s1ud1ent. 
The I 00 Olember cast consists of Ho""·ard 
students. facull)'. and professionals in the 
theap-c industry . Among those conttibuting 
to ~e s~ow as guest artisls is reno""·ned 
choreographer and ori~inator of Howard 's 
danf e department. Mr . Ley,·is Johnson. 
Johrlson, """ho choreographed the film ver-
sio~of ''The 'Mz '' (starring Diana Ross 
and Michael Jackson), returned to his old 
sto ping ground 10 render his services. 
· ·· I is a great honor and a tremendous 
' le · ing experie<nce 10 y,·ork .With this bril -
lian man .·· commented Ne""'lllan . ·· Ha\·-
1ng rofessionals in the industl')' ""'orking in 
coo ·ration ."" ith students and fa.:ult)' set~ 
up realistic atmosphere for the students 
wht are developing their talents and will 
-
I 
John Blak e 
Hilltop Staffw rit er 
II was a little past midnigh1 and the moon 
reJ..mbled a restless phantom as it daned 
behind nigh! clouds . Enter a house , silent 
sai~ for the busy chirping of a rypewriter 
dri,rt ing from a small room where a lone 
fig,ure hunches. After taking a deep breath, 
th<j Pfrson "rips a page from the rypewri1er . 
and, \.vith two beady eyes flanked by a pair 
of 1 enormous ears that resemble 1win an· 
tennas, lhe perr.on begins 10 play solitaire 
with his mind . < 
j •• Okay. this 1s how ii goes . Mary has an 
affair with her husband's best friend who 
has an affair with her husband.·· The per-
son's ears twinkle , as if tuning in to some 
uncanny vibrarion . '' Mary ends up mowing 
down her lover with a semi-automatiC 
' weapon ; and her hu sband jumps off a 
bridge . Yeah, that 's rea'l good ." Bui the 
' ~rson thinks some more . '' No. that ~on 't
dq. Mary is really a man in drag , arid her 
lo\.er , a ·· KGB .. a~ent . "IM:n. her 
h~sband traps them at the end and beheads 
lhem both ." The person breaks into a 
s{i8htly maniacal grin . ··This is going to 
~nock ·e~ dead . It has violence. 
mystery . . · · -· 
111le pcoon's name is Ellior. and he is a 
''writer ." By day, he 's a mild-mannered 
bagboy in the local supermarket . But , by 
nigh!, he'"S the ne'll great American novelist 
1-th tales of murder , lust , and revenge 
danci ng across his typewriter ribbon·. 
Although he hasn't made a sale in si'l years , 
ttf=y never recognize a genius in his time , he 
claims he has pursued his craft with the 
Jine dogged determination thal has won 
him the fastest bagboy championship title 
t~o years in a row . But there js a secret in 
his ce llar that even he. the writer who dared 
t°i write a research paper on the various 
methods of fencing stolen goods, will not 
tell anyone because someone might think 
he 's slightly bent . Sometimes he doesn 't 
even k.now if he isn't off his rocker. And 
tonighc . ic "s happening again . 
jThcre was a movement down in lhe cel-
lai, and then Elliot heard the chant as it rose 
u{ intensity . ''We Want Elliot! We want 
E)liot! '' He mutlered a curse. walked 
toward the cellar , and opened lhe door. Af-
ttr stepping down the dark cellar steps, he 
rdustered u:p enough courage to tum on the 
lights . ----
''Surprise!'' A chorus of voices greetc~ 
• 
I 
'' 
' 1 
Director Geoffrey Newman shows the cast of ''The Wiz'' ho"· to rehearse the scene . 
eventually \'enturc out as professiun;LI~ . 
This type of interaclion also gi\·es all per-
sons involved the chance to learn and gro\.\ 
togelher. reaching for a comm? n goal,·· he 
added . 
Also appearing as a guest artis1 iS ~11s~ 
Sandra Bowie 1.1.·ho will play !he role~ llf 
Glinda and Aun! Er11 . 80\.\'ie is a dr:1111a 
instructor at Ho""·ard and a rece nt En1111y 
Award nominee for her lead role in the nc"" 
P.B.S. series. ·· po .... ·erhousel ·_ no\\' run-
ning daily on WH~1~t-TV (Channel 32) . 
James Johnson , \\"ho has pre\·iousl)' done 
''The wll ." in three off-broadway prll-
duction s. owill ' pcrfornl the rol e of the 
Wizard. 1.1.•hile Mrs . Lavern Reed. danre 
instructor at Ho1.1.·ard. 't·i ll ;tppcar as The 
Eye of lhe Tornado ! 
' With the am\.· of 1alen't and the hard work 
of ·1hc caSt and prufes~lorials. Ncwq1an is 
' 
-
confident that ·"the sho""· will OC a big suc-
~·ess. With al! the 1in1e. energy . nl<lncy. and 
taJen! being in\·ested in this produccion, it 
could onl}· yield positive re~ulls . ··Tue 
\l.1z · · 1s a fan11ly sho\.\' with something 
Spcl·ia! f{Jr all who con1e to see it ... he 
hinted " 'ilh pride . 
·rhl' Cl11ldrcn"s ·rhcatrc , directed b)' 
Kl·l sL'}' Collie. i~ _!:!l'!t1ng its piece of thl' pie 
in the produc11u11 lt"!'>. T\.\·ent)" of the chil -
dren in the program will acl as Winkies. The 
official cast list of the principal characters 
and the player') is as follows: Dorolh}' -
Benetta Chisoln1: ScarL·c row - Keith 0 . 
Cross. Ti11 r11an - Darr)' l S. Quinton; Lion -
Russel Bame~. Glinda. Aunt En1 - S:indra 
Bt1"·ie ; l:.\·1te11l' - G1sl'le Ja(·ksl1n: .>\ddapcrle 
- CL>llctc Hi ll ( ~·t iss H . U. 82 -82); Gate keep--
er - Mt,rgan l)uncan: Lord High Underling-
Gavirie l.:1\.\'rl'nL·e: Head Munchkin - Wen-
iction 
• Elliot's Secret • 
' 
him . E!!iotscanncd the cellar. and fell bat·k - filthy h;1nds lln r11e . ·· . 
ward~ upon the steps. Even alter all thi s ··1 \\'ant frccd(llll. Master . Frl'cdum fr()m 
time . he still wasn' t used tu the sh<x-k . His n1~· sufferi ng- please j ust let n1e die .·· 
cellar was a circus of ~- harac1ers again . In 1 ~ •• 'l'l•U knU\.\' ~·haraclers ne\•cr die ,·· Elliol 
the far comer near the water heater there an~\\'e red . · · 1J e~1d.:) you 1111M:rable 1.1.·rctch. 
stood a bar where two dusty .:owOOys and an } 'OU don't descr.·e 10 die .· · 
Indian gulped down drinks. Near the JXllJI Yet Frank ie hcgson . ··Bui \.\'hy 111ake me 
table. two rough looking easy riderS ""'ith like this '.' Why l'an't I be a hero some-
Prussi'an helmets were sharing a laugh ;1s 
they noisily tuned up their motorC)'Cles . 
Right al the foot of the rear encrance. two 
stonc;d hippies ""·ere staring intent]}' at pi -
rates with daggers in mouth swinging from 
the ceiling attacking an imaginary Spanish 
Galleon. 
''Oh no. not again.'" Ellio1 g roaned . 
A lady , y,·ho was carrying her head in her 
hands. walked up to Elliot. 
''Thank you very much Elliot . I still see 
you ' re writing the same c'hanning stories.·· 
' -
''Aw c'mon Terry,'" Elliot dryly an -
s~ercd . ··Don'! talk to me like that. and put 
your head on your shoulders . Besides. 
you're used to a lot worse .·· 
Terry shrugs . ··well after being run over 
by a train . crushed by a fallen boulder , and 
maimed by a wild lion. getting beheaded is -
almost a letdown.·· 
··No\\' we 've been through that al so. 
Mary ." Elliot responds as he wipes dust off 
of his tweed jacket . '"A story wouldn 'I be 
good withbut a victim. You and I bolh know 
that, Be thank ul thal you are luck)- enough 
to work with s talented a writer as I .·' 
··Thar ini t be true , but can '_t' you be a 
little 'o rle ?'' Why not employ Frank-
ie the ~ungus? He seems to enjoy suffer-
ing .·· . , 
·'Did anyone call me?'' a raspy voice 
intoned . ''Suddenl y, a mangy figure 
appears; it"s Frarikie the Fungus. His hair is 
as rough and dirty as dried , dead summer 
grass, and his teeth desened his mouth ages 
' ago . One of his eyes y,·as covered by a black 
eyepatch , while the other resembled a 
crushed tomato. But that wasn't the worst 
part of Frankie the Fungus·s suffering , for 
he had the following diseases: polio, arthri-
tis, gout, cancer. and an· ingrown 1oenail . 
And , oh yes , he also had a wooden leg . 
Frankie the Fungus Was Elliot's characler 
who was designed to arouse sympathy. And 
he perpetually suffered . 
''Oh. now what do you want?'' El liot 
,J..:11•a r1<Js. a ~ a wheezing Frankie the Fungus 
t.ot. '·· " toward him on crutches . ' 'And 
c. ,1· · 1·11101 added. ·'Don't put your 
• 
tinies?" · 
Al thac. anoiher character ""'ho looks like 
a cancaturc of what a dashing. handsome 
her(• should be, appears ouc of thin air twirl-
ing: his 1h1n Errol ~}·nn moustache 
··what"s going on·.•·· the hero asks as he 
glances around . ··1·11 volunteer for any 
dangcr1Jus r11 ission. I'll rescue any victim 
from any horrible fate . Jusr tell n1e where to 
go. 
Elliol shakes his head in disgus1 . ·' I kno1.1.· 
it· s going to be hard fo r you to take. b1,11 you 
don"t have 10 risk }"Our life today ." 
Before the hero can reply . a stunning lady 
eases up to Elliot . ··c ·nion Elliot, let's 
_make out right on 1he pool table . '' 
'' Bac k. )'Ou whore!·' , Elli o t co n-
temptously replies as he slaps her hand off 
his shoulder. '' I know we had some good 
times. but your predictable character only 
bores nie now. Sure. I made you out to be a 
seductive mi s1ress, but can't you ever 
stop?'. 
She becomes angry . ·"Oh. so now after 
you have used me. you have no use for me . 
Bui don"! you forget that ii was you who 
1nade me like this. I've been on my baCk so 
much that I' ve almost forgolten how to 
~·alk! Anyway that 's all you put in your 
stories: sex and more se'l ! · · 
Elliot impatiently shrugs hi s shoulder . 
'_
0 A story doesn't sell today without sex . 
· Anyway , wha1 would you know about the 
delicate crafting of a story . And look at 
Frank.ie . he doesn't ha\.'e nearly the fu n you 
ha " V< . 
··Speaking of Frankie the Fungus,·' Nan-
cy slyly answers. ·· 1 never made out with a 
cripple before ." She call s Frcl.!lkie over. 
''Frankie. how do you feel? My name is 
Nancy .·· 
''Uh, besides having gout. cancer. polio 
" 
··1·m a busy man with many deadlines, so 
tell me why I was called down here .'' Elliot 
asks John Doe, the most predictable , one-
dimensional , clicheic character he had ever 
created . 
·· Because." John answers . ·'We decided 
) 
dy P. Bowers ; and James )ohnson - Wizard . 
The two stuCients who will serve as assistant 
directors are Bill Calloway and Cart 
Jackson . 
According to Newman. over half of the 
seats for all four shows have already been 
sold. Thus. inlerested persons are encour· 
aged to purchase tickets as soon as possible . 
Tickets are on sale now at Cramton Au-
dftoriam box office al SJ .00 for students 
with proper I . D. and cenificate of regiscra-
tion , and S6.50 general admission . New-
man anticipates e'ltending the show to a 
third day, (March 13), onl)" after the two 
sc-heduled days have been sold out . So. 
don't pass up your chance to sec !he show of 
the season! You y,·on't want 10 miss it. 
So. you say yo u wanted to see the 
Wizard? \Vell stop wasting time and ge.t 
your tickets today ! 
' ' 
to Win one for the Gippcr . After all. why put 
off until tomorrow. what one can do today 
and ... 
Etliol lashes out and slaps John Doe 
across the face to hall his rambling on . Terry 
' ' then chooses this moment co finally answer 
!he question . 
"' What he is trying to say is that we ' re 
!ired of being manipulated and not having a 
life of our own . We can' t sland being 
cramped up in this basemen! .·· 
Elliot is stunned . ·'What the hell ... ·· 
Terry continues. '' It's not Iha! we mind 
being characters.. but everything created. 
whether it's concrete. or just in the mind of 
s51meone , needs to "live . We 're not living 
here because . . ·· She swallows hard . 
'' Well because .. . you can' t write.·· ,, 
Elliot's cheeks are red with.rage now. and 
his giant ears seem to flap angrily lik~ clum-
sy seal Oippers. ''You're all crazy! You're 
nothing without me . I am a great writer, it's 
just . . . that ... I haven '! been recognized 
yet . Anyway, ever since I discovered you 
were alive, I took care of you and kept you 
away from my mother and the world, be-
cause I knew they wouldn ' t understand!'' 
''Yeah, but you ' re also the one who shot, 
stabbed, ~d. and maimed us," Frankie 
the Fungus adds . 
"' You can'! survive," Elliot gasps , _his 
voice becoming hoarse . ''No one will be-
lieve who you are, and I am ... God to 
you! I have total power- over you and 
remember lhe law.'' 
The cellar grew quiet and even the most 
aggressive charac1ers backed off with 
hushed whispers . Elliot straightens up; his 
chest and ego swelling up. ''lbe law says 
that I am the author , and I . . . am the 
man . " 
Abruptly. with shocking swiftness , the 
two pirates grab .Elliot and ever so neatly 
with a swift. stiletto swipe . slit his throat . 
Deadly silent . some of the characters are 
unsure. but then they realize rhC impact of 
their act . They become ecstatic. ''We 've 
won ~·' says one . Anolher-''Our rebellion 
is complete !'' lben before they can finish 
their celebration, they hear a voice and 
some steps approaching the cellar. Quickly 
they arc quiet and the lii;hts flick.er out. 
Supressing heavy breaths, the door creaks 
~pen and they hear Elliot's mother's voice. 
''Elliot, is that you making all that 
noise?• • She turns on the lighl and . 
''Surprise! .... ·• 
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m not a hard guy to get along with. but I think I ' ll go stark raviilg mad 
if somebody else on campus comes up to me and says, ''Happy New 
Year! ''. or '' How was Christmas?'' or ''Was Santa goqd to you?'' I 
mean the New Year is three weeks old , Chri stmas is a month behind 
us . S£1 for the last time, o .k . ! I had a nice , quietchristmas~ alright?'' I spent it in 
C hicago , Ute weather was nice , my folks told me that I didn't get any presents 
. because Santa Claus had an accident on the e:<pressway . Yes, we had a reaJ tree ! 
Yeah , I ate too much . No I didn't get drunk and mess up the carpeting. No I 
wasn ' t ready to come back to classes . ''And a partridge in the punch-out!' ' 
This is my premiere column with the Hilltop . I hope I' m not sounding 
negative or like an African Andy Rooney . What I hope to do is share with the 
Howard campus-community some jargon, situations, people , events, and 
' places that arc unique to Howard University. I'll be peepin' . scrutinizin' and 
perpetratin ' in future c_olumns. So, aJl you Howardites watch what yoU do, 
because I see you when you do what you do! 
Let 's talk about the heaJth center. Did you ever go to the health center, and 
you're wait~!)g your turn to talk to a nurse to tell her your problerli? The waiting 
room may be crowded and it may not be. Either way , you give the nurse your 
name, your I.D . number and then she asks you, ''what's the problem?' ' ''Why 
are you here?'' Just then , if anyone is talking , they stop in the middle of their 
sentence. You feel like you ' re E.F . Hutton- '' when you talk, everyone listens .·· . 
But the real rCaSon they eavesdrop is that they ~ant to know what you've 
got, or I shoulcfsay they hope what you 've got is worse than what they've got so 
they' ll be able to look down on someone. They want to be able to say, '' I have a 
''slight'' infection , but damn! He 's really sick! ' .' What 's a slight infection? 
Even the most secure person can be made t feel a little bit paranoid when you 
waJk into .a the health center and they Jook at"'you like you're aJ at , fat person 
walking into a McDonald 's. One ·of those '' What 's he doing here'' looks . 
People look and stare and you hope you won't run into anyone you know 
because they ' ll be the one to ask you,·· What are you here for'?'' in a clear and 
well enunciated tone that everyone in a hundred mile radius can hear. And 
you're forced to answer in a lo ud voice because if you speak softly, everyone 
will say ; '' He's got herpes and doesn't want everyone to know .'' So in a loud, 
c lear voice you lie. '· Well Bob. I was thinking yw rea11y don ' t hear much about 
sickle-cell these days so I thought I'd come in for that basic test . " 
But then then~ will blow your cover after you sec the doctor . She'll call _ 
you to come get your medication and she'll say something persona1 to put you at 
ease lilce. "Recoe (they'll call you by your first name so those whodon·1 know 
you will be well acquainted with you and your persona) busi~ess by the t~me you 
leave). She'll say, Recoe , I hope those stains come out of your shorts . Now 
here' s you ' re medication . Take two of the blue capsules four times a day for five 
weeks , take three of the green pills one hour before you eat , two hours after 
you drink., and four beforc·you go to sleep, and dqn '~ p(Wi,1$iq'.~x.iintil the next 
world 's fair or Hailey 's Comet-which ever comes first . DOn't drink any 
alcoholic beverage, don't eat any spicy food or engage in any sexual contact. 
Hope you feel better." Now who can feel better after all that?'' 
Speaking of Howard University , "" 
Words you HARDLY eyer hear on Ho-
ward's campus: 
Pregnant Commitment Solid 
Boyfriend Good Morning Kosher 
Girlfriend Right On Salt Peter 
Names you NEVER hear on Howard's 
CC!mpus: 
Babba Ezekiel Gus Elvira 
Otis Hanley Elzina Yealang 
Homer Buster Agnes Bubba Jean 
Wilburn Bufus Agatha Sue Ling 
Cleophus Buz Hilda Ethel 
Thadeus Buffy 
Words we hear FAR TOO OFI'EN on 
Howard's campus: 
Pressed) Check It Out Word up Death 
Tight Get with Ya Intense The Shit 
Basic Right Serious The Joint 
Hooked Bet on Wha-a-t?!! 
Howard nicknaflle~-
Match the nickname with the individual's 
' 
real name. 
1. Bunny 5. Biggie 9. Rudy 
' 6. riny 10. Geech 2. Wa-Wa 
3. Rocky 7. Scoobie JI . Duck 
' 
4. Chico 8. Poppy 12. Dimples 
Continued on next page 
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Continued fron1 previo ~ s page 
13. Coco 
·14 . Gigi 
15. Wee-Wee· 
Rudy Gadsen 
Terrance Melton 
• Roxanne Norman 
William Lindsey 
Donald Johnson 
Rhonda Lynch 
•• 
, 
Revel/a Ward 
. 
Adrienne Lowry 
Warren Davis 
[ 
Kevin Gibbs 
Andrea Manson 
Giselle Jackson 
• 
I 
Iluminada Relacion 
Kevin Green 
Colett Hill 
-
' ' ! 
' 
C1)rrect order, 
1. Adrienne Lowry 9. Vincent Gadsen 
. . 
. ' 2. Warren Davis 10. Kevin Green 
3. Rol<anne Nonn2111 11. Donald Johnson 
4. Kevin Gibbs 12. Iluminada Relacion 
11, S. William Lind•iey 13. Colette Hill 
' 
,. 
' 
6. Terrance Me'lton 14. Giselle Hill 
7. Rhond.a Lyi ich IS. Andrea Manson 
8. Revella Ward 
fSexuality ( 
Kathy Morris 
A while back, a couple of friends were 
sitting around chal ting . The conversation 
got arOund to Cal'1 11pus relationships . The 
women were lamer 1ting the insen.!iitivicy and 
inconsideration o' l the men on campus. It 
sceffis that men aJ -en 't interested in love and 
romance. com . mir~en1. hones1y and 
resp:>nsibiliry. 
They arcn 't .in ,terestp.1 in dinner, a movie 
and a walk 1thrc •Ugh Georgetown . All they 
wanl is-SC'- . It is usually concealed behind a 
transparcOt ve:,1 of courtesy which lasts just 
through a has ty dinner . Then it disappears 
as lhcy ti] to usher rou back to lhcir rooms 
for dcssen . . 
The men objected to this opinion. They 
sa.id that t) icy do look for affection, and 
while casr ial sex satisfies a need, a nice 
rclationsh:1p is more important. But women 
play 100 many games . They stting men 
iJong . Y/omen, men claim, arc only in-
teresled in how much money I.he man will 
spend o n ,her and how many gifts she can 
collecl before she will ''give in'' or m6ve 
on . 
Women have no idea of the needs and 
feelir 1gs of men , they complained . All 
worn en care about is lheirown gratification . 
The) arc 100 caught up in themselves . The ' 
men said that they were tired of the se lfish, 
opponunistic campus women . The women 
said thal they were tired of being usc:d and 
discarded by campus men . 
Well. eventually , both sides agreed on 
one thing: lhe opposite sex doesn't have the 
slighlesl inkling of the wan1s and desires of 
the other . Each is so caught up in roles and 
whal ''looks good 10 the buddies'', that 
neither has the time or inclinacion to find out 
what makes his dale more comfortable and 
satisfied . Both sides stumble abou1 , trying 
to do whal is expected. and both sides end 
up feeling angry . frusttated , resentful and 
unfulfilled. 
In trying to shed some light and un· 
dcrstanding on the subject. I will be in-
terviewing men and women on campus. 1llc 
survey is composed of a number of ques-
tions relating 10 roles, relationships and im-
ages . 
What do you think of the men, women 
and relationships on campus? Could they be 
improved? How? Why? Write in your opin· 
lfi>n. 
Coming up soon will be the results of thac 
survey. Bui be warned: there won '1 be any 
-more excuses, folks . Each side will know 
how the other really feels . 
) Come Back 
• 
To lamaica 
1 
I • h tL-
'wtt •ae 
Howard University 
Senior Closs of '83 
Rates per person 
• 
Double $399 
Triple $393 
Quads $383 
Includes airfare, Hotel 
transfers 
accommodations, 
I 
For Information, Con·tact: 
Mayo Travel 
Howard Inn 
2225 Georgia Ave;, N.W. 
202-387'-4411 ,, 
Arrange all your travel' 
needs witli us ••• 
• 
Now that the long-awaited but undesired 
cold has chilled the D.C. air, Howard stu-
dents arrive on the yard bundled up in warm 
coals, hats , and gloves. prepared 10 make 
their hl,:!rried treks to class. Although usual· 
ly comfortable. these s1udents actually ex-
perience many problems protecting !heir 
bodies duriiig inclement weather. Fashion 
Fair Cosmetics' Beauty Consu\1ant Alvin 
Hill explained that, by following several 
basic steps. n1ost young blacks can weather 
lhe winier wi1hout many serious side 
effects . 
Hill emphasized that black skin has its 
unique problems and should be cared for 
accordingly . '' Blacks ordinarily have dry -
skin, so, in the winter, they really need to 
moisturize well . The key 10 keeping black 
skin soft and moist in thC winter is in cream-
based cleansers. moisturizers and make· 
up," all of which can be found in Fashion 
Fair cosmetics. • 
The first step to healthy skin care is 
proper cleansing . Do you wear makeup ev-
ery day? If so. Hill suggested 1ha1 these two 
products are good for you: 
• Deep Cleansing Lotion. at SS ,50, 
works well for all skin typei; ; ' 
Harriette Cale 
' 
Pas~ 7 
• ' ) / 
r 
\ 
• 
' -. 
• Cleansing Creme Concei11ratc. at 
S6 . 50, helps those who suffer fron1 dry 
skin . 
If you rare ly o r never wear make-
up---men. this includes you. too-another 
cleanser is appropriate : 
Phoios by Brian Pr1c·~· H 1ll!}'P 
F3shion Fair Cosmetics' beauty expert Alvin Hill demonstrates how to use his products for this season. Located on ' 
first floor, Woodward and Lothrop, 7th and F Streets, N.W. , . 
• Gel Cleanser, at SS .50. co111es for oily 
and troubled skin as well as dry and 
combination skin . 
Hill explained 1ha1 all of these products 
provide thorough yet gentle cleans ing 
agents that not only clean the skin but also 
pro1ec1 ii fron1 the elements. 
Don't stop here! With a clean face, you 
are ready for 1he moisrurizing stage. Keep-
ing in mind how the wind and cold lend to 
dry out black sk.in, Hill mentioned: 
• Special Formula Lotion. at SS .SO, ··a 
lo1ion rich in emollients that work well 
on problem areas such as knees and 
elbows,·· and 
• Special Beauty Cre111e. al St0.00. an-
01her unisex nioisturizcr for all skin 
types . 
'Up and Coming 
Even lhese rich produc1s don't satisfy 
some people's needs . For those with extra-
dry skin, Fashion Fair again comes to the 
rescue: 
• Dry Skin Emollient Creme, a morC ex-
pensive product at S 15 .00, should help 
problem cases for the duration of a cold 
winter day. 
One area of the body 1ha1 absolutely can-
not go unmentioned is hands. How many 
times have you had 10 ask your classmate to 
borrow some hand creme, so 1hat you could 
smooth away ash? (Men, don'1 think that 
you are exempt from this calegory!) Well. 
• Fashion Fair Special Formula Hand 
Creme definitely seals in moisture 10 
prevenl too many embarrassingly 
rough handshakes . 
' 
Because ii comes in a large dispenser, 
you may have to purchase a small bottle . 
(You should carry it everywhere you go this 
season.) \,. 
In terms of makeup this season, the key 
word is still ''creme-based." Fashion Fair 
offers a ~rfect Moisture Foundation 
Creme, at $&;50, a product that has proven 
to be excellenl for protecting black sk.in . 
Hill revealed that foundations. instead of 
damaging the sk.in as most people believe. 
a.id tremendously in lock.ing in natural mois-
ture and , thus, preventing the rapid de-
velopmenl of fa.cial lines which trigger vis-
ible aging . 
Aside from sk.in care, Hill discussed the 
need for adequate hair care . Not only docs 
the cold affecl black hair by drying it. but· 
• 
also snow and rain change ils texture con" 
siderably . t 
' Fashion Fair's Daily Hair Conditioner, 
at S4.00. a light hair creme. ''reduces 
the effects of moisture on black hair, 
helping lo preserve its shine and elasti-
city :·· 
From hair to the e.ntire body. we must 
conccnttate on taking cari of our bodies 
year-round . As Hill warned , clothes simply 
do not pr9vide all of the necessary pro1ec-
tion, especially at this time of year. Only 
one of many black skin care product lines, 
Fashion Fair cosmetics can become instru-
mental in Howard students' lives. at least 
for the next few months·. Whatever you de-
cide to use, remember your bodies! 
' • 
• 
Hair Designer Angel Rodrj.quez 
b)· Robin McCint)' 
Hilllop Slaffwriler 
Amids! a background of people. pro-
ducts, and phones constantly ringing. it's ,, 
' 
Angel Rodriguez demonstrates his craft. 
typical Saturday morning at any given hair 
salon . The scenario includes women sining 
about, impatiently waiting lo undergo their 
weekly transformation into sOmething new 
' -
• 
Send One Your Love 
Here is your chance to say 'I Love You' to that 
special someone in the Hilltop. Bring your double 
spaced message to the Hi!!top office-2217 4th 
Street N.W. (next to Bethune Hall.) MAXIMUM mes-
age is S lines. Don't let Cupid miss your heart!! 
• 
and . hopefully . something beautiful . Im-
patient as the women may be , the outcome 
is seemingly well wonh the wait . Confusion 
rampant. Angel Rodriguez manages to take 
ii all in stride . After all, this is his domai(l . 
At 23 years old, boyish in looks and 
familiar in laughter. Angel is an integral 
pan of the changing scene in black hair 
design. A native New Yorker. Angel Rodri-
guez is not exactly a newcomer to the Dis-
trict of Columbia. ·A member of the original 
·'fingertips'' crew, which consisted of Sara 
Lord, Kathy Broglio. Carole Tyson . Harold 
Torain and Floyd Kenyatta. Angel attrj-
butes much of his ability and subsequent 
success to the training he received while 
part of that group. 
A veteran of numerous tradeshows and a 
partner in many creative endeavors, Rodri-
guez is currently operating out of Palmer's 
Hair Salon, owned by longtime hair design-
er Ada Burnett of Washington D.C. Ope-
ning his flfSt salon in Baltimore at the age of 
17 when most young people arc worried 
about getting out of high school and passing 
SA Ts, Rodriguez experienced his flfSI taste 
of success . • • V cry young and very crazy. 
It 's almost as if I' d learned to· walk before 
crawling. Well, we rented an apartment, 
filling it with a bunch of benches and stools . 
We gathered up some mirrors and set it up 
like a hair salon. We actually shampooed 
our clients in the sink!'· laughed Angel as he 
recalled earlier days, 'earlier times. 
Eventually outgrowing the apartment, 
Angel and partner Sharon Brewington pro-
ceeded to save enough money to launch ·'Le 
Courant''. Although short-lived, this initial 
endeavor taught Rodriguez quite a bil in the 
business aspcctofthe hair industry . Not bad 
for a Black-Puerto Rican kid from New 
York whose only hopes and aspirations 
·were to get into a decent salon . 
As a relatively unexplored field which 
was virtually ignored by the white bcaury 
industry until recently, black hair care has 
made tremendous strides over the past dee· 
ade . ··1n my opinion, the black hair industry 
h8.s· just as much credibiliry financially bd 
creatively as its white counterparts w 1osc 
success is due , in part, to the almost on· 
slant exposure in ''Vogue'', ''W' ' 
other periodicals . As Blacks, we don' en-
:ioy that type of coverage because of the ack 
of reputable black public;ations that c~ of-
fer us that type of play' ', states Rodrig~Z-
. 
Dominated largely by Johnson ~ 
of Chicago, the industry has come a ong 
waysincethedaysofMadamc:C;J . W er 
and Company. Press and curl being some-
what passe nowadays, blow-drying and pre-
' cision hair-cutting, as well as better pro-
ducts, have replaced straightening combs 
and sponge curlhs . 
''I 've adopted a progressive concept of 
hair design . Granted. blow·drying and pre· 
cision hair-cutting arc fundamental to my 
concept~ but nutrition and good prcxlucls 
play an important role as well . Press and 
curl is not progressive enough. nor is it 
indicative of the future. although a 101 of my 
colleagues arc still pursuing that course aild 
. . ' 
making very, very good money, com-
ments Angel . i 
' *~ 
As a result of Johnson produc!s and artists 
such as Angel Rodriguez making inroads 
into the area of black hair care. black hair 
design is tremendously more sophisticated 
than it was a mere ten years ago. Because of 
Johnson 's success in the ,marketplace and 
the company's endearing reputation for 
quality products, more money has been 
spent in overall research and development 
of black hair products . Also, other black 
companies such as M + M products and 
Washington 's own Genteel corporation 
have been able 10 follow suit . ' 
Certainly, New York enjoys a larger than 
life reputation for setting fashion trends, but 
according to many in the business. Wash-
ington sets the trend as far as hair design is 
concerned . Many top Black designers and 
stylists migrate to Washington to practice 
their craft in Washington's primarily black 
city . ''Most of the tmeds that set the pace 
' 
·nationally are coming out of Washington . 
Don't get me wrong, New York is great--a 
lot of my colleagues arc there, but we have a 
Jot more of it here in D.C . , because of the 
black population here fronJ whom we are 
used to getting top-notch service'', ex-
plained Rodriguez. 
' Elaboraling funher, Ang'el stated, ''Be-
lieve it ot not, Washington is very pro-
gressive. When I go back to New York I' m 
always thinking that I'm going to see the 
newest , the blackest and that which is 1 
vogue, but that 's not happening. again be-
cause D .C . is a black town and there's a lot 
of old money here. It's really quite a soph-
isticated city!'' 
Jn as much as black hair care has come a 
long way , there is still a lot of new ground to 
• cover. Hair design has become much more • 
technical_.and scientific to match the de-
mands of a growing and increasingly soph-
isticated clicntcle. Of course , it's still all 
about the glamour and the beau!)'. but then 
everyone is beautiful in his own individual 
way . We salute artists such as Angel Rodri-
guez and the many othen whose business is 
about the enrichment and the enhancing of 
the individual beau!)' in all of us . 
" 'I tell you, as long as there are people 
and a smidgen of money, this industry will 
exist. I don't know how good or b*1 it 'iill 
be, but it will exist . And as long as ii does. 
so will I! '', laughed An8cl as he prepared 
for his next lady . 
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J\ttmctlon~ 
THE ~RCOlST rRODUCER OJ LIVE SHOWS . · .-
/ JO~ THEME rA.RKS -
KINGS ISLAND 
KINGS DOMINION 
CAROWINDS • 
• CANADA'S WONDERLAND,. 
I 
) 
Howard University " 
Univers ity Center, Aud itorium I I 
Friday. February 4; 200-5:00 P ~ 
, Catholic University 
i 
I 
, 
-> 
Music Building 
Saturday. February 12; 12:00-4:00 
Singers: 12:00-2:30 PM; Dancers: 2:30-2 00 PM 
ln_strumentalists & Specialty Ac ts: 12:oC, :00 PM 
\ . 
• '-~~~----,~~~~~~~ -~ ~~ 
Singers • Dancers • l'nstrumentalists • r'fechnicians 
Variety Performers • $180-250/#ek 
' ~ -
One rouno trip air ta re w•ll tie paid 10 nued pertor rners 1ravelo_ng ~~r 250 in1les to the par k 
• 
-
-
Contact Enterta•nment Dep1 Kings Dom1n1on. Box 166 •1 }swell . ~·A 23047 
• 
MEDICAL SCHOOL 
OPENING~ --
- jl 
Immediate opening 
available in foreign 
medical school 
Fully AccredittiJd 
-. 
.' 
Some Openings also 
' 
available in 
' 
I 
Dental and Veterinarian 
! 
School 
Loans Available 
-
Interviews Beginning 
Immediately 
For Further Details 
and I or Appointment call 
Dr.Manley 1161882-2303 
or 
l 
j. 
' 
716/ 832-0763 
' • 
' 
-1 
.1-"' · 
Time to Get 
Jan. 25,27 
or call 984-4 l 00 
J 
' • 
D.C. Divestment Howard Ranks 36 
" 
(( '1 ~/// //lllt'(/ ji·1111/ /!!l ,I:(' .1) 
they did requcsl a copy of the bill . 
The Office of Financ ial Managen1ent 
maintains a list of institutions with which 
lhe ciry carries out investments. including 
several major Walt Street firms . 
According to Gentry. n1ajor banks and 
firms often form co n so rt ia that loan 
money to South Africa . The names of all lhe 
partners in 1he coalitions are not divulged 
and on\}' the firms that compi le these con· 
son ia arc nan1cd as the lending inscitutions . 
A list co mpiled by the U.S . Consu-
late-General in 1980 named 3 12 co111panies 
operating in South Afri ca as Aincri-
can-O"'-'ne{I . Son1e of these con1panic s were : 
I 
Bec htel Corpo ration , Coca-~ola, Ford 
Motors, IBM . Xeroll , and the Washington 
Post Company. 
Gentry stated thar the bill will not affect 
the purchasing power of rhe council . 'The 
city will continue to buy office equipment 
and the like. regardless of its origin . 
At a recenl Council meeting. Ray was 
asked if he had ever received campaign 
funds from Riggs Bank. one ofi the banks 
that the divesliture bill would effect . Ray's 
comment . said Gentry, was thal he ''prob-
ably had. " but could not definitely say so. 
Gentry went on to say that , '' If he had , it 
still would have 'no effects upon hi s de-
cisions as a Councilmember. ·· 
by Sandra Upshur 
Hilltop Staff Writer · 
Howard now ranks 36 out of 101 in lh1~ · 
ARL! The ARL. Association of Research 
Libraries, is a1national organizalion consis!-
ing of lhe largest research libraries in the 
U.S. and Canada . 
There are over one hundred academic re-
search libraries, and 10 non- acade mic 
members . Howard's Libraries system ran1C-
ing has elevated 63 notches according 10 Dr. 
Binford H. Conley. Director of Universi ty 
Libraries . 
weighled . fac tors or characteristics which 
can be divided roughly inlo three categories: 
I : library holdings daia:--i .e . . books. 
pericxticals. and olher library materi-
als 
2. staffing- lhe number and kinds 
of staff 
3. operating expenditures 
For example, Conley"&tect lhat lhe specif-
ic factors involved in holdings arc volu~s 
l1Cld, a weight of . 125 , volumes added. a 
\1 1eight of . 12 1. microforms held, . . 075. and 
c1urent serials received . . 125 . 
Conley stated that he was appointed Di-
re1 :tor of Universily Libraries July I. 1975. 
aft1 !r servi ng as consultant to lhe President 
on University Libraries from January-June 
197.5 . 
TI1e HU Libraries System established Ju-
ne I , 1971 by the President , now consists of 
Founiiers--the General Library and seven 
brancl1es . In addition. there are also a num-
ber of' other libraries on campus. 
SO YOU LOOK LIKE A STAR! 
H.oward was able to improve ils standing 
•· . . . primarily through dramatic in-
creases in budge!,·· stated Conley . ''During 
lhe tenure of President Cheek at lhe Univer-
siry . the budget at Howard 's en tty inlo ARt 
was slightly above St million . Its increase, 
considering suppon for the University Li-
braries and . other Libraries of lhe Univer-
si ty, now approximates ten times that 
much," he added . 
The major libraries under Conley's 
' Conley explained lhat.Jloward was in-
vited to join the ARL in I 912 because of the 
size and quality of its library . 
' superv1 :•ion include Founders' Fall Col lec-
' ti on (S .E. Asian) . Pollock Collection 
Do you favor Prince, Vanity-6, or Time? Get ready because 
you can be a winner. 
According to Conley, the ARL Index de-
termiries the rankings of the academic re-
search libraries . ''The index is the official 
mean s 'of p r oviding a summary 
characterization , permitling quantitative 
comparisons of academic ARL libraries. 
singly or as a group. with other ARL aca-
demic libraries." emphasized Conley . ~ 
(Theate1·), Social Science Reading Room, 
and the b1·anch libraries : Architecture. Busi-
ness. Bus1:ness Annex (Graduate) . Diviniry . 
Fine Arts , Science and Teehnology. and 
Social Wo11c. . 
You can be the winner of tickets and limo transportation to 
and from the show, 
The top academic research library is Har-
vard followrtd by Berkeley . UCLA. Yale. 
and Stanforo'. 
Read your Hilltop to stay informed. Sponsored by your local 
SUBWAY SHOP. 
• • The Libra1"y of Congress is lhe top non-
' 
• 
on 14K gold College Rings. 
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He added lhat the Index considers ten 
' 
academic re s.t~arch librarj . 
Now's the time to think about 
your college ring . Not just any 
ring__:___a 14K Gold College Ring from 
ArtCarved. The karat gold iewelry 
that's designed and handcrafted for 
lasting value. 
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold 
College Ring is more affordable than you 
think. Ch9ose from an entire collection of 
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and 
save $25. This offer is for a limited time 
only, so come in and see all the great 
ArtCarved styles with the custom options 
that can let you have the ring of your 
choice, the way you want it. So graduate 
in style. Graduate to gold 1 
Deposit Required . 
MasterCard or Visa Accepled . 
• 
' 
• 
• 
' 
. 
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First of a three-part seriys 
by Thomas George 
The forceful subJei:11on of Africans tn 
Azan1? ';as serious implications for African 
developmenl Efforts al peaceful and con-
stitulional reform .having failed , Africans in 
Azania ·have engaged in armed struggle to 
gain 1heirfreedo111 and land . To understand 
lhe nature of the people's struggle for free -
dom in Azania . the re.ider must fin.t know 
lhe history of Africans in Azania . 
Presented here- in a nutshell is the history 
of the Az.anian people . Az.ania · s history is a 
his1ory of struggle-struggle by the people 
10 be the masrers of their own dest'iny . 
1. Structure and Georgraphy. 
Azania (republic of South Africa) i~ situ-
ated at the southern tip f Africa, next to 
Namibia and Zimbabwe Azania has the 
highesr African plateau ith the highes1 
po in ls along the sou the tern ·.edge . The 
whole plateau slope1s lowards the' north and 
west . The interior is na1 and drained by the 
orange river that s1arts in the wutheas1 and 
runs wes1 into the Atlantic Ocean . The Lim-
popo tha1 f~nns the boundary between, the 
llransvaal and Zimbabwe flov.·s cast inlo the 
Indian Ocean . All the riven. in Azania are• 
\'Ulner.ible to floods because of the heaV)' 
rains tha1 fall on the eas1 . They are: there-
fore, unproductive for farming . Handicaps 
to farming include periodic droughts.soil 
' . ~•usion, l<fust1, plag~es .. and the Jack of 
waterways" Tiie soil 1s loose , and the 
Cnngc Rivef. no~s betv.'een high banks . Be-
' tween the platea~ and the sea are lofty fold 
mountalns that are separated by fertile val-
leys . The Orange River is useless for irri-
·~aton . 
The plateau of Azania is made of old, 
hard rocks- known as the Karroo system : 
First in a two·part series 
\ 
• 
• 
iwhict1 is of fresh water origin and contains 
'Valuable sean1s of coal . 
The height of ·~ • .: plateau has a strong 
effect on the c limate of Azania . It Jowers the 
tempera1ure to 10-20 degrees: this is not 
nonnal for !hat latitude throughout !he year. 
The souch westem section receives winter 
rd.in from the rain-bearing winds (south east 
trade winds) that bring rain 10 the eastern 
edge of the platea\1 ; the wes1ern half gels 
little rain . 
Between the pJateau and the sea there is a 
warm teinperature climale area running 
from Port Elizabeth to the Natal . Azar. ·A is 
not rich fn forests; Transvaal and Li1.1popo 
savanna occupy the are¥ with a tropical cli-
mate . On the east coast of Azania from port 
Elizabe1t-to Natal you WU.find semi·tropical 
palm belt, grass lands and mountain forests 
on the eastern slopes of !he mountains . 
There are cedar forests on the coast of 
Trans\•aal, Pondoland and Natal . Maize is 
the principal grain grown in Azania; both as 
a staple food for Africans and as fodder for 
canle . It is found in southern Transvaal and 
the non.hem Orange Free State provihces 
where \\'heat is al sq grown, sugar, veget-
ables and tobacco can be found on the west 
coast of Natal (Zululand). Transvaal and 
Western Capt....__livestock is reaied around 
the same areas . 
Azania is !he manufacturing capital of 
South Africa . This is done lvgely in Wil-
swatersrand (Transvaal province); and the 
cities of Cape Town.' l'ort Elizabeth-
Uitenhage , East London and Durban . 
The minerals mined in Azania arc : Gold, 
diamonds. coal, uraniun1, platinum. copp-
er. chromuin. manganese and iron . 
• 
ReslJUr,·es b,· Pro1'ini·e 
1'rans1·m1l: Gold, coal. uranium . platinum, 
• 
• • 
resston 1n 
ZIMBABWE 
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• 
copper, ~hrome. iron, diamonds, maize. 
c itrus fruit s, tobacco and sheep . 
Orange Free Stc1te : Diamonds. gold, 
maize , wheat . fruils (deciduous) . 
Cape Proi•ince: Diamonds, copper. man-
ganese. wheat . cit rus. deci duous fruit . 
lobacco and goats . 
Nara/: Coal, sugv. citrus fruicS. vegetables. 
sheep, pigs and dairy canle . 
' 
+ 
• 
SOUTH AFRICA 
2. Peoples. 
The San and Khoikhoi people are the 
indigenous Africans of Azania. Both people 
were short and spoke the common click 
language called Nama . The San people live 
in small hunting groups in temporary shel-
ters . They lived off the food they gather and 
the animals they killed . They were peaceful 
people, but will die fighting for their hunt-
ihg grounds . They are well known for their 
use of the bow and poisonous arrow. 
The Khoik.hoi were people who 
lived in larger social-political groups than 
the San people . They herded cattle . goals 
and sheep. The San and Khoikho1 came 1n 
contact with the Bantu who were from the 
Northeast . They con!.'isted of the Sotho and 
Nguni . The SothO'-pepple moved into the 
interior spreading into T ran.waal and the 
Orange Free Slate area . The Sotho and Ngu-
ni were fanners and hunters . These people 
settled in Lesotho . They were excellent 
miners and skilled in metal work . They had 
strong economic c;ommunities that attracted 
Africans from other communities . 
The Xhosa people are from 1he Nguni 
family . They also had ties wiih !he 
Khoikhoi people . They exchange brides as a 
means of sealing political and military 
alliances, rejlulating-lrade and land distribu-
tion . A triangle of trade was established 
with the Tswana people of Botswana. The 
'F§wana had iron, copper and beads to trade . 
The Khoikhoi had cattle and the Xl1C6a, dag-
ga . It was through lrade and friendly rela-
tionship<; hetween these Africans that ter-
rilorial 11nes were drawn . This egalitarian 
attitude between African people continued 
for many years until the Dutch, at the Qraj .• 
siezed the position of the Tswana oeople: as 
a source of iron, copper and:bead5 . This led 
10· the Dutch thirst for land; iand that was 
owned by the indigenuous San. Khoikhoi 
and Xhosa people . They attacked the se 
Africans s!ealing ·heir cattle and land . 
• • 
The Europeans fought Africans for many 
years befQre gaining control of Azania . The 
Africans were united against the plunderc~. 
The Euro-Christian innuence and enemies 
of the people all aided in the defeat of the 
people 's struggle against 1he Europe.an in-
vaders . 
The Zulu. also members ·of the Nguni 
family, were the nexr sel of Africans ""·ho 
were atlacked by , the Dutch .· They are 
known for their military expertise . Under 
/ 
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their great feader and gCneral, Chaka. the 
Zulus united the scattered peoples, es-
tablished a military service and developed 
a lvge s1anding army . lbey used the ''horn 
formation· · against the invaders an-cf:'in-
vented the short-handled spear; the- in-
troduction of the short-hand spear increased 
the con1bat tactics employed by the Zulus . 
They were feared by 1he invading Eu-
ropeans whom they fought under the leader-
ship of Chaka. Dingane and Cetewayo . 
While the Zulus were figh ting the Eu-
~ . 
rope ans, one of the original tribal communi-
ty was pushed ou1 10 the Northeast gf Aza-
nia. Chief Sobbuya organized the people 
anlflaid the foundation of Swaziland . They 
employed similar military tactics as the 
Zulus . They became the most powerful 
group in Azania after the Zulus were de-
feated by the invading Europeans . The Swa-
zi attempted to deal with the Europeans on 
the egalitarian line of h~man interactions . 
But. "they too lost their Kingdom to the de-
ceitful Europeans . 
CHA KA ·s Kingdom developed a nation 
known as the Ama-Ndebele or Matabele . 
This new nation was a result of a dispute 
between Chaka and one of his generals. 
Mosel ikatze (Mzilikazi) . They fought the 
Dutch (Boers) relentlessly . But enemies of 
the peo1ile's struggle aided the Boers in de-
fealing and driving the Matabe\e from the 
Northern T rarisvaa1 area to Southern Zim-
bab.\>.·e . Lobengula. Moselikatze 's son and 
successor tried unsuccessfully to establish 
friendl y relations with the Euroepans . The 
Europeans. under the leadership of Cecil 
!R11cxles. e111ployed all types of lreachcry 
against the Matabele stealing their land . 
They were later forced into baltle and 
slaughtered by machine guns-this was the 
first lime machine guns were used to kill 
Africans. Again. enemies of the people's 
struggle hel~d the European invaders in 
their slaughter of Africans . The struggle 
continued . , - , 
Challenge of Studying Abroad ' to U.S. Nuclear Warfare Plan 
' 
b)' ,\nn a Wi llia111s 
J.l illtop s1~ f f .... rit t'f 
I-or most of Ul> the pruspel' I 111 s1udying 
abroad 1:. a Jrcan1 to cht·r1)h but a challenge 
" ·e ""'ould rather nol accept . Marguerita G. 
Hicks. Chef)'! Gooch and Carlos Don1 Pier-
rea, thr'ee student s who accepted the chal-
lenge : no .... · feel they are better persons be-
cause of their experiences . The)' returned to 
Washington. D.C . ·recen1ly after srudying 
for one year in France, Nigeria. and Scot-
land respeclively . under the lntemation.i.I 
Student Exchange- Program (!SEP), and 
they all agree that !he ir cultural achieve-
ments have outweighed !heir academic 
ones . 
For Cheryl Gooch. 21 . a Political Science 
Major from Connectic'ot. one year at the 
Universit)' of Ibadan, Nigeria broughl dis-
illusionment and sadness al the ''miseduca-
tion · · of Nigerian brothers about their 
AMERICAN COUNTERPARTS. 
According to Miss Gooc~. l\l.'O main fac -
tors pre\~enced her from being truly accepted 
by the Nigerians-being bl;tck .. and being 
An-frican . But , reflected Cheryl , her black -
ness was the grcaler hindrance . 
Garlos Dom Pierre. a Washingtonian 
Theatre History major .said his blackness 
along with his nationality proved""' to be a 
singularly adVantageOus factor among the 
Scols. 
Even though each of the students had 10 
deal with pre-se t s1erco1yp.ical atci1udes 
about Americans. they each had unique ex-
. ' penences . 
Nigeria . a developing country . is beset 
\l.'ith problems of inadequate waler supply . 
electric power failure and i nd~ ~tri~l strikes . 
Even so. CherYf did not find• it d1ffic~lt to 
adjust physical ly . Her most difficult ad-
justment came when her fellow Nigerian 
s1udents di s pla yed· a strange attitude 
towards her as a black American . Cheryl 
said she was often considered non-black by 
her classmates and professors . Said Chef)' I: 
·· 11 is quite distwbing for a black student to 
~ 
be considered white in a black country . ·· 
Stressing that Africans, like black Amer-
' icans are m1 l>1 nformed about one another , 
Cheryl said she did not entef Nigeria with 
any missionary aspiralions but felt she 
could somehow contribute some part o f her-
self b)' working alongside her fellow Nige · 
rians . Unfortunately for her. this did not 
happen and Cheryl quite emphatically said 
she felt she would have been more appreci-
aled had she been white . 
Said Miss Gooch: '' Nigerians are mis-
informed about America and they suffer 
from myths such as their belief lhal the 
black Americans lack polit~ awareness . 
have no basic culture, essentially lost, and 
live in ghetlocs . Knowing Nigeria to be the 
largest democratic stale in Africa. I Cx-
pccled more progress and positiveness in its 
relationship with America . I expected more 
progress and more cosmopolitanism .·· 
Gooch said '. 
However. Cheryl said this misconception 
is by no means me-Sided and stressed that 
''Americans should realizothat Africa is no! 
• 
• 
• 
JUSt OILC bi~ JUnglc . II I) a nation of 50 
1ndepcndc111 )!ate~ c:1ch o r1c uni4ue . 
·· slack Americans have a tremendous 
job in bettering their re-lationshfp with Afri-
cans . ·· t-.1 iss Gooch said . and suggested that 
a start can be made right here at Hov.·ard to 
alleviate the n1i sunders1anding by American 
students who should n1ake a genuine effort 
to i nte~rate the African student into their 
l1on'eS,tO theirparties churches and generally 
try tO n1ake their siay here a li ttle less lone -
some . 
Our sornc1in1es cruel negligence of our.,. 
Nigerian fellow s1udents has created a Nige-
rian who is b ifter and resentful. Miss Gooch 
said . As a result that Nigerian·retums home 
perpe1ua1 ing rather than eradiclting the 
myth . 
A facl " 'hich all three s1udents agree upon 
""·as how extremely unique the American 
system of educatioo is in comparison 10 the 
respective countries the y were in . Unlike 
American professo rs. Cheryl found the pro-
fessors in Nigeria to be aloof from their 
students . There arc no set offi ce hours and 
one has to .catch the teacher on his .... -ay out 
.from a classroom for 30)' discussio11 one 
might ha\'C with him . Questions are not 
reall)· discouraged during classes but they 
are not very -mu c h encouraged either . 
Regarding the •cou rses. students are re-
quired to take much fe wer courses than they 
would ordi narily lake in che Aro.erican 
system . 
Carlos Dom Pierre said he was required 
, 10 take two courses for the entire year but 
found each of !hem to be very broad 
covering aspects -.-.·hich would ordinarily be 
divided into three or more courses under 
Howard ·s progr.m1 . There is only one ex-
am . final exam . at_ the end of the year . To 
Cheryl. having been schooled al l, her life 
under !ht· An1crican S)'Stem. the lack of ver-
bal panicipation wa~ particular!)' difficult to 
adjusl to . 
This was true for Hicks also . She 'studied 
at the Uru\ersite de France - Carte in Be-
.svancon. France. which is a smalll to~n of 
about 15.000people and not 100 far·from the 
Swiss Alps . According to Hicks, ·· tr is not 
1ha1 student -leacher interac tion is not 
allowed within the classroom. II is not part 
of the French culture to do this . ·· 
Hicks found that adjusting was quire easy 
and the French, she thinks, are quite well 
read and very up! dale on Arrierican news, 
music and politics 
'" It amazed me How difficult it was to find 
a Fr_ench si.ation on the radio. how· easy it 
. was fO pick up an American or English 
one. '' she said . According to her , there is no 
lukewann feeling aboul the American in 
Besrancon . T)ie French either hated Amer-
icans undeniably or loved ~em to the paint , 
of wanting to imitate them . Even so she 
experienced from the teachers a prefettntial , 
trea1ment once they learned she was Amer-
ican . In her travels to various other parts of 
Europe, including Geneva. Paris South of 
France and Spain. Hicks l>aid 11 "·a~ the 
sanie attitude most Europeans had . She ex-
plained that ""'hilc a person of a different 
nationality was subjec1 to an extensive im-
migration search before c rossing any of 
these borders. she as an American was 
literal I)' allowed to whiz by without as much 
as a second glance . 
Among st her fellow _s tudents at !he 
French University. Miss Hicks experienced 
genuine curiousit}'. ·· For 111ost of them'· she 
said '' I v.·as the first black they had met and 
they were genuinely interested in finding 
out more about me . ·· 
They asked her a lot of questions abOut 
the treatment of blacks in America . And 
although some of the questions were stan-
dard ones that an)' white person would ask a 
black person , Marguerita _felt the French 
asked these questions because they had a 
genuine desire to know more about th 
black American. 
Unlike Cheryl . who found the Nigeri 
student pO!itically apathetic. Miss H cks 
found the French student to be extremely 
politically active . There is a strong stu~ent 
body and a national student union whic h 
often went on strikes 10 attain cenain goals. 
During her stay there. Miss Hicks said there 
v.·as a strike for more student voice in mak-
ing university dec isions. 
"' Politics is discussed all the time'' ex-
plained Miss Hicks. ''The French. both 
men and women , talce an acti\'e pan in poli-
lics and as much I was often en1barassed at 
how linle I knew of American politics or 
any kind of politics. While passing the tim~ 
with some fellow s!udents in a Frenchcafe. I 
would be called upon to sct1le some slight 
dispute over some aspect of Reaganomics or 
American politics in general and I could not 
answer intelligently because I did not 
know , ' ' she concluded . 
One of the most ex'titing things she did 
while in,.france was to hitchhike . According 
to Miss Hicks. ''hi1chhiking is almost like 
an institution in France . II is not at all 
1.abooed as it is fn the US . ·· Miss Hicks said 
the people who give you rides range from 
mothers-with kids in !he back of their cars lo 
farmers in old trucks , to professors . Be-
cause· of 1his she was able to travel quite 
extensively in France . 
One of the thiggs which disturbed her, 
however. was the French prejudice lowards 
the Arabs . EVen though she encountered no 
racial discrimination from the French. and 
even though for the most part they seemed 
to sympathize with the black cause, Miss 
Hicks said she witnessed racial discrimina-
tion by the French against peoples of other 
cultures . For example, she said. it is quite 
usuaJ to hear a French student remark ''I 
hate Arabs . They stink. " However, Miss 
Hicks said she believes tl)at to be an eco-
nontic discrimination rather than a racial 
one against the Arab., because, aver !he past 
few years, the Arabs have successfully es-
tablished large businesses in France . 
LONDON (U Pl)- Scveral We st Eu-
ropean goverments refused to comment 
Monda}' on U .S. Defense Department con-
lingency plans for extended nuclt;ar war-
fare . but the official Soviet News Agency 
silid they were ·· horrendous.'' 
A dispatch from the Soviet News Agen-
cy. TASS . said from Washington the plan 
·'graphically shows the worth of the Wash-
.ington' admniscration's c laim about its 
special commiunent to the process of anns 
limitation and reduction .'' 
But the Pentagon blueprint was not wide-
ly published in the West European news 
media , and foreign ministry officials in 
Britain and Belgium declined lo comment 
on the ~ ·i nternal affa ir s of another 
country . .. 
< 
MOSCOW (UPI}-The remainder of the 
Soviet Spy satellite Cosmos-1402, includ-
ing its nuclear fuel core, should bum up in 
the atmosphere by mid-February without 
any threal 10 earth ~ a Soviet scientist s~d . 
Oleg Byelotserko~sky, rector of the Mos-
ow Physical -Technical Institute , said , in a 
slatemenl in the Communist Party Daily, 
Pravda. that ground controllers turned off 
the reac10r and broke the satellite into three 
parts on December 28: L 
One part, apparently 'the last state of its 
A Swedish govemmen1 spokesman re -
fused spec ific comment withou1 hav ing 
studied the complete 136-pagt: documenL 
But former disannament negotiator and 
1982 Nobel Peace Prize winner Alva Myr-
dal said , ''The idea of winning a .protracted 
nuclear war is comple1e lunacy .·· 
'·There can be no winners in a nuclear 
war ." Mrs. Myrdal said . ··Not. even a 
superpower will survive through a pro-
tracted war with nuclear arms. '· 
Al NATO.headquariers in Belgium , a 
spokesrrnn said it was against NATO policy 
to comment on any ''internal development 
in a member country . especially in a case 
such as the Defense Guidance Document . '' 
''We cannot comment on documen1s that 
have been released lo the press in member 
countries even if they touch on matters in 
• 
rockel launcher, burned up in the atmos-
phere two days later . 
The remaining parts are the fuel core of 
uraium-235 , protected by shield of be -
ryllum and the satellite itself, which West-
ern space experts say moi1ored ocean lraff-
". 
Cosmos-1402 was reported b)· the Penta-,. 
gon January 6 to be tU.mbling out of controJ 
and sinking in its brbit. threatening to 
plunge back to earth in a shov.·er of 
radioactivity, as occurred with Cosmos-954 
Farrakhan 
(1111111111(•(/ ff(1111 fltlJ!.t' I 
where we arc ... whether we agree with them 
or not ... we are the followers of these peo-
ple ,·· explained the minister amidst a chor-
us o( ''that's rights''. 
• 
··Today was prepared on the heels of 
yesterday ... In order to appreciate today , we 
must appi:eciat~ what produced today , then 
we are more prepared to appreciate whal we 
will produce tomorrow.'' 
Using such Black men as Nat Turner, 
Denmark Vessey , Booker T . Washirlglon, 
and W .E .B . Dubois as examples , Far-
rakhan reiterated that as scholars and the 
leaden. of the future, Black students can not 
affon to side with the philosophies of Black 
le~rs from the pas!, but must instead an-
alyze and appreciate lhe differinit 
-
I 
philosophies of these men . ·· Allah gave all 
of them to us to be used by us.'' explained 
Farrakhan . 
Borrowing the words of the Black 
National Anthem, Farrakhan urged the 
members of the audience to '' March on 
brothers and sisters until victory is won . ·· 
As the crowd ambled out into the night, 
after waiting briefly for Farrakhan to be 
ushered away 'for security purposes ·'. frag-
ments of conversations mixed with confu-
., . 
sion. agreement and revolutionary zeal 
wafted out inlo the night . 
Some drifted over to the -side loby exist to 
collect confiScated tape players , cameras, 
and other sundry items. and more than a few 
choruses of ' that was good ' ' settled into the 
night . 
!he NA'f O zone .·• the spokesman said . 
At the United Nations . Secretary-General 
Javier de Cuellar told repo11crs . ··1 don 't 
take seriously the report on Pentagon guide-
lines . I regard this as a prepfation for a fire 
which n1ay no1 take place . ·· 
Bue V . Legantsov. corre spondenl in 
Washington for TASS. said the United 
. States ··js making horrendous plans for un-
lea'shing and conduc1ing prolracted nuclear 
v.·arfare against the So\•iet Union in the hope 
of ...,,inning it . "' 
··The paper unequivocally orients !he 
U.S. Armed Forces 1owards delivering the 
first nuclev strike al targets in Soviet terri-
tory and in the WARSAW Paci countries, 
parti cu larl}' by medium -range nuclear 
weapons deployed in We stern Europe. " 
Legantsov' s dispatch said . 
in Northwest Canada in January 1978. 
The repon was aired by foreign radio 
stati,ons broadcasting to the Soviet Union . 
The scienti st ·s comments in the lengthy 
Pra\'da art icle seemed an effon to reassure 
the publig.. 
In Britain , leading satellite watcher Geof-
frey Perry said there was a ."minimal 
threa1 '', and that even if small pieces of the 
satellite' compOnents survive re-entry and 
reach the earth-s _surface . they would cause 
little damage . 
Board of 
Trustees 
' 
- (~<1 111i1111t'(f .fr<11 1 1 11u.1!.e I 
the policies never came to the Senate for its 
consideration enroute to the Board , as 
would seem to be required by the Senate 
Articles of Organization.' ' he slated. 
He wenl on to say that if these policies 
applied to some lesser institution, a ··pool 
hall '· for example then they could be easily: 
dismissed . ·· Applied to the . faculty of a 
great learning institution, howeJer, they are 
insulting and childish, but also potentially 
quite dangerous. 
Thirdly . if enforced by the administration 
and accepted by the facully , these policies . 
·would ~ake a moc.kery of academic 
freedom--or even ordinary freedom- and 
string intellectual barbed wire around one of 
the nation's great educational institutions. 
·' I cannot imagine that these policies are 
compatible with the spiril , letter, or tradi-
1ions of a great university . If allowed to 
stand. they would tend to make Howard 
University more like a prison than a great 
university . These are sad and disturbing de-
velopments, Yette said . 
I 
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1 Valentine's _Day Affair 
t 
., 
-t • 
• 
The Hilltop is now accepting your 
message of love to that ''special 
someone, •• • ' 
'' Drop them off. Submit your message 
to the Hilltop. Hurry! Space is limited. 
• 
• 
·-
• 
Engineering & computer Science Graduates: 
' 
' • 1983. 
• 
YOU SHOULD 
'BE HERE! 
Since our beg1nn1ng 1n 1957. Itek 
Optical Svstems has continually 
answered the e:.:c1t1ng challenges 
of photo-opt1ca1 and electro-
opt1ca1 techriology For NASA 
space programs For government 
reconnaissance and surveillance 
m1ss1ons And for earth resource 
aopl1cat1ons 
In fact. theres no end 1n sight to 
the technical challenges we face 
today Here you II find the career 
excitement of vvork1ng alongside 
some of sciences greatest minds 
.1n our h1gh·leve1 g1ve;-and·take 
environment you II receive the 
resources you need to engineer 
·one·of a·k1nd oroJects -
from real·t1me programming on 
our superior d1g1tal image proc· 
ess1ng network to<1dvanc1ng our 
world-renowned optics package 
ProJects ~re 'var1ed . many of 
which arif to be operational by 
the late ·sos 
Positions require a BS. MS or PhD 
degree or the eau1valent 1n one 
of the following ar~as Oot1cs. 
Physics. Phot0Sc1ence. Comouter 
Science Math. Electrical Engineer· 
1ng or Mechanical ~ng1neer1ng 
11157-ireir is faWil::lea - rne s<Jme ye<Jr rne 
soJre age oeg1ns- ana DIJvs J kev ro1e 1n rne 
1n1r1a1 SD.lee vrogrJm 
1969-iret DJnorJm1r opr1cJ1 svsrems (Jtr•ea on<tn~ .<ipo110 m1ss•on ot:iorograon 
more cn<Jn nalf cne 1un.1r surface 
... 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
1976-0n oo<Jra rne v1k1ng sDJCe cr Jtr 1rek s 
0Dr1c J I Svsrems trJnsmor the f1rsr real rime 
ciose uo images of Jnotner p/4ner M<Jr5 
1985-ltfk s targe Fo1mar Cdmera _Woll oe 
reguiartv onorogr.ionong rne eJrtn from cne 
NASA Shuttle to aeve1op nognlv ;iccurate 
mdps .Jna 1rs X-f/Jy morror deveiopments 
5f10uld oe lhCOfDOrJtea into AXAF NASAs 
Aavancea X-flav As1ronom1c.J1 F.JC•l1tv co 
eJ<plore rne ourer re;icries of spJce 
• 
Located 1n h1stor1c Lexington. 
Massachusetts, Itek Optical 
Systems is JUSt minutes f rom all 
of Boston's exce llent sporting, 
cultural and educational 
resources • 
Coritact vour Placement Office to 
arrange a campus 1nterv1ew, or 
for 1mmed1ate cons1derat1on 
send your resume to Lou 
Chrostowski. College Relations, 
Itek Oot1cal Systems. 10 Maguire 
Road, Lexington. MA 02173 We 
are-an aff1rmat1ve action 
employer M/F u S C1t12ensh1p 
reau1red 
Itek Representatives 
will be on campus 
January 24, 1983 
Itek 
25 
I 
D•k Optical Syste~ 
14 O• • •• •OfO OI "•' Co<POrOhO" 
-· 
Friday, January 21, 1983 
_., . 
HOW ARD LAW SCHOOL'S OLDEST GRADUATE ..... 
-Louis Rothschild Meh/inger, center, the oldest living graduate of the HU School 
of Lau', tt'as recently at his alma mater. The first black lau1yer admitted to the 
Federal Bar Association is 100 .vears old and u1as graduated from the school in 
1921. Joining in the honors are Hou'ard law school Dean Wile;' A. Branton, 
left, and Professor J. Cla.1· Smith. Photo by Harlee Little 
' 
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• Fr_ee 
Tickets Free 
• 
Tickets!!! 
' 
You can win tickets plus 
• 
limo transportation to see Prince, Time. 
I 
and Vanity-6 in concert. The pre-concert 
celebration will be held on Howard Uni . 
campus. There will be a look-alike contest. 
Howard Uni. the best is yet to come!! 
' 
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'· 
Spotlight on ashington 
It i~ not very often that an a~hlete bi:t·or11es 
a standout in a spon~ich he lxgan partiL·i-
paling jusl to keep in shape for anoth,·r 
sport . 
Well. thi s is 1hc case with HL1w;trd 1>.'TL'Stl-
cr Ronald Washing1on . .... ·ho used ..,, · n:~tling 
as a conditioning r11et·hanis111 ..,, hilc hL· 1>.·as 
not performing on the gridiron f1)r .thc f\.1an -
atce High Sctiou! fL'l\_ltba ~I 1ca111. 
Washington excelled in b1Jth sports as ~ 
. rrepstcr at rhc Paln1L·tto. Flilrida high 
SL'hOOI . 
Dur111g his prep }' Car~. he cxe111pl1tied 
enough talent {ll 1x 11ffL'Tl.'d f<K1tball scho-
larship~ Ill FlonLlaA ~~ t\1 Un 1\·ersif}' . N(1rth 
Dako!a U111ver~it)' , lJ ni\· cr,11~ tl f t\·11an1i. 
and Finll')' CollL·gc 111 Oh111 . 
' 
lns1cad. \\1ashi11gt1)n l' h 1 1~l' to pursue a 
collegia1e ca.reer in "·r~stl1ng . \\'hile i11 high 
school. he accon1pl1~hcd all -J1strit· t arid all-
regiorial n.•cogniti<)n and al sll pl:1l·l·d f1•t1nh 
in the s1a1e (luring his se11ior )'car _ 
Washington l'\p~a1ncd. ·· ~1)• n1;11n rea-
son for chO..lSi ng " ·rcs1ling (lvCr fl>0!b:1ll wa~ 
becau se of the individual t"ffon th;11 I!> r111)re 
neceSSaf')' in wrestling . \Vrestling is a ll'a111 
sporl, bu1 it i111pera11,•el)' 111,· r1l,· e~ in -
dividual skil l. ·· 
Before hl' can1e to Ho"a.rd,\\1ash1ng1l1n 
dispfayed his l'1pcnisc .it 1"·11 Junior l"Ol -
leges . His l'Ollegiale career began at Chatta-
houchce Valle}' Con1n1un1!)' C11llege 1n 
Phoenix Cit)·. 1\l:ibatTl.1 where he " 'lln thl' 
Alabama slate ehan1pionship Sub~l·quenl · 
ly , he trans f~rred 10 Bre, ·ard Cvn1r11unit)' 
College in Coc11a. Fl?rida and .:-11111p1led a 
very impressive 27 -4 rcl·11rd a~ a ~11pho ­
more . In addi1 ion. hl' "on the Flor1dJ ~tale 
championship; the Sou1he;1~1en1 Junior Re-
gionals. and jp!accd !""l'lth 111 .fh l' Ju111or 
National~ . 
'' t>.1 y trip 10:the Jun111r Nationals " 'aS !he 
high point 'o f 01)" t·an:-er . 1 ha \ e al"·ays " 'On 
al lease 85 pc['(,·c nt <lf n1~· niat..:he~. but I r11ust 
adJl))t chat ch is al·h1e,•en1cnt r11l·ans the 111''"' 
10 n1e . I think this is l'Vl'T\' "' Tl'Stler·~ 
dream.·· stated \\' ash1ngt11r1 
'Ilic 5 ' 10'" . 190·pl)Und ~en1,lr h;1~ als11 
contributed forn11dJb!' Ill thl· H11 " 'ard 
"-res1l1ng pro_gran1 dur111g ht~ l"l1- ~·c.1r IC · 
nure . As a 1un1or. he l'11n1p1led a 25-5 rl'l' -
ord. · plal·cd in van11u~ t11uma111t'nt!> , a11d . 
"""On _t>oth the Capitol Collegiate Confcrcn..:e 
1ournan1cn1 and tht' fl.tE AC champion~h ip . 
So_far. he has w11n 11 out of 12 1nat ..: hl' ~ this 
Here 's some nice info from the News 
Bureau of the MEAC . . . Though 
football season is over, we must lake 
out.' time to hon o r the besl . .. 
TRACEY SINGLETON (WR) is the 
Offensive1 Player of the Year and was 
named to the All-American Fifst Team 
Offense . Singlelon ends his Howard 
Career w~th 5 NCAA Division l ~AA 
and ,MEAC records, including 159 ca-
, . 
reer receptions for 3 . 187·1..~btaj__ _y_w.fl~ _ 
93 . 7 career receiving yards per game 
and 20 yards per ~alch for· 100 orrmore 
receptions . He is 6-2, 196-pound senior 
from Caipp Sprihgs. Maryland ... 
LB ROBERT s$LLERS made Fii:s1 
Team Defense. LB JOHN BlLBER· 
RY, LB STEVE ALSBROOKS, QB 
SANDY NICHOLS and Kicker DUKE 
AMA YO were named to the Second 
Team Offense , along with DB 
CHARLES TAYLOR o n Second Team 
Defense . . . Honorable Mention . . . 
DL RON KINNARD. LB MA IT JOR· 
DAN. DB DOUG JONES AND DL ' 
KENNETH CARNEY , , , S.C. State 
(4·1. 9·3) were the MEAC Champs. 
Howard placed fourth. (2-3. 6-5) . 
State's John Courtney was selected as 
the Defensive] Player of the Yeai . .. 
Bill Davis, the Bulldogs · leader was 
named the MEAC Football Coach of 
the Year. It ' s his third championship 
win ... ~ .. . •. In Basketball. Derek 
Carraciolq has been named Rookie of 
the Week {last wee-\c.). Donna .Wood is 
the Women's MEAC Player of the 
Week. 
, 
• 
• 
• 
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PROFILE: 
Ronald Washington 
' • 
·1·l·a111n1ate I~ ''" ard R11tenht1 11~l' . "1111 
;11~,1 ll'ameJ \\'!th \Vashing!(l!l at Ore\·ar,I. 
l·11111r11cr1tcJ. ··1Juring n1y first )·ear \Vrcstl -
1r1g \\t!h R,111. he "as an efficient .... ·restlcr. 
bu! [ fccl tin1c !1:1~ hr11ught 1ln niut·h 111aturi1y 
• 
in hin1 . In n1y opinion, he has grt1wn to be a 
nationally ft'C()gni zab!c "·re ~ ller . ·· 
Washinglon has been under 1hc auspices 
of four " 'rest ling coache s during his t'areer 
• He explained that wrestling under Coach 
Ro n S1ueber at Chattanhouchee Valle)' is 
definitely his n1ost n1em11rablc e."<pcrienl·e . 
' "He rook more lime 10 teach us in-
di,·iduall y and he " 'as also ' 'cry enthusiastic 
;1bou1 the spon. Through hi s enthusias111. he 
n1ocivated our tea111 10 post one Of che best 
records ever at the sc hool . ·· 
In t'On1paring the " ·restling prograr11s at 
the 1hree s,·h•lOls he has at!Cn(ied . Washing-
ton explained, ··The athletic· progranis al ~ 
the two ju ni cJ r ..:ollcges strl'ssccf y. · re~tling 
much n1ore than Howard·s athletic prograrn 
does . I d'' feel. though . tha1 the re will be a 
drastic increase 1n the en1phasis placed o n 
\\'restling as the seaso11 progresses.·· 
··Though 1his is n1y last season " ·restl ing 
here. I ,would like to see the up and ccJn1ing 
\\'re stlers rece ive better facilities. better 
organiz·at ion. and n1ore fan su ppon in the 
fulure . J. he added . 
Washington said that l1 is ultimate gval is 
to aid the 1c an1 in re1urning to !he top of the 
MEAC . 111 dliing this. he pla11 s to repeat as 
MEA<;: and CCC cha1npion and also to ad -
\'ance to the Natio nal s for lhl· second time in-
his l'~l~Cr . 
Wheh asked about his reasons for -cor111ng 
10 Ho ward . the sociology n1ajor rcn1arked. 
·· After recei\•ing nl)'. Associ atl'' s Degree 
J'ron1 BC!!. I dec ided to attl'nd Ho..,,·ard be -
cause of the academic exct'llen..:e !hat I 
kAe"' was offere9 . Jn additi(Jn. I felt Iha! 
' altet1Jing suc h a pro111incnt bla(· k uni\•ersity 
" 'ould enhance 111)- cultura l a"• an._•ncs~ . · · 
"'Upon n1y gradua1ion. I \\'ill real I)' nii ss 
panicipaling in " 'rest ling ~(·ause 1 it has 
been a pan of n1~· life for a l,1ng 1ime . [ will 
also miss the cultural activities that takl' 
place here ." he continued . 
Though he ..,,-ill nol be " ·resiting follow -
ing his graduation . Washir1g1on s1at~·d th.it 
tht're is a s hance th:it he " ' ill ('t)ntinue [ \)Ix' 
involved in Ho ..,,·ard· s \\' rl·~1!1ng prograr11 . 
· · 1 plan 10 scl'k a career in prlJbat11in 
counse ling . If I ~ l a)' herl' in \\':1shingt1Jn . I 
" 'ill tr)' to aid the program in any " 'J)' po:-!>i -
bll . I also hope to acqui re a p:1n · tin1l' a~~is ­
tant coachi ng positio n. ·· 
Bisonettes Road To Victory 
Donna Wood and Gloria Baylor. Old 
11) ( 'arll t1n l .11ckard 
llilllop S1aff"""riler 
• The Lady Bison squandered a 10 point 
lead in lhe first half and lost to Delaware 
Stale 61 -60 at Burr Gymnasium las! Satur-
day nigh1 . 
After trading baskcls with the Hornets 
early in the firs1 half. the Lady Bison scored 
six straighl poinls to move from a 14-13 lead 
to a 20-13 advantage with 9 :48 to go in the 
half. 
At that point second-year Hornets coach 
Marianna Freeman cal led a 1ime out . Bui 
when play resumed, it had. done little good 
as !he Horneis proceeded 1b. score only one 
point in the 2 V2 minu1es that follo~ed . 
Meanwhile . aided by a poor Delaware 
Stale defense . two assists by Shaunette 
Blake and a lip-in by backup cenler Lisa 
Mungo. all unanswered : Howard built its 
lead to 12 point~. 26' 14, with 8:07 Jeft in the• 
half. 
Apparently Delaware Stale had just the 
rest it needed. because Denise Carroll broke 
the cold spell with a jump shot al the 7: 16 
mark . Aided 1owards lhe end of the half by 
high School opponents, now coUcge team mates. 
Carl~e Albury 's fr~ th!ow~d !WO field 
goaJs.-including a jumper at the buuer-
the Home1s pul together a potent cbmeback, 
going on a 15-6 spurt. and closing the gap 10 
32 -29 at inlennission . 
··Tuey just ou1-hustled us ,·· said Howard 
co-cap1ain Donna Wood , who scored a total 
of 15 poinls . 
Delaware Stale kept the pressure on in the 
second half and stayed within striking dis· 
lance for the firs! len minutes. Then . with 
9 : 13 to play, Tanya Rorie connected on two 
free throws 10 give the Hornets their ftrSI 
lead since early in !he first half, 47-45 . 
In spite of several sloppy violations com-
mitted by bolh learns , tough enfon::emenl 
underneath the basket by staning center 
Claudia Eaton. and alert playing by Wood 
and guard Michelle Dyer kept Howard in 
contention . 
''We made some ba sic e11ors.," said 
Eaton', , ·~o eomplimenled her game-high 
18 points with eight rebounds . ''We have to 
play down on our tumoverS . '' 
Turning the ball over less frequently 
might have been good for both teams. each 
of which tallied 20 on the night . 
With Howard down 59-50 and I :20 
remaining. Wood hit lwo clulch.free 1hrows 
10 put Howard up by one. 
But Rorie 's counrer-baskel and free 
throw , with 13 seconds left in the game, 
laced Up the victory for the visirors before 
750 fans . 
''This is a big win for us ," said Coa7h 
Freeman . '' II doesn·1 make our season. but 
ii makes iis feel good .'· Delaware State im-
proved its record lo 3-8, while Howard fell 
to a 2.:10 standing . 
Howard coach Sandra Tyler did nol point 
any fingers after the loss . 
''We had many opportunilies to put t~at 
game away," she said. '"Wi th a ve1eran 
squad this year, we definitely expec1ed a 
better showing of our talent . 
' ''We have no excuses why we're 2- 10. ·· 
The Bisoneaes upped their record 10 3-
10. by defeating Maryland Eastern Shore 
79-54 Wednesday . Howard 's Donna Wood 
had 23 points and 12 rebounds . Claudia 
Ea1on had 14 poinls . 10 rebounds and 2 
assists . · 
• 
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Bison Trample. Hornets 
• 
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~ :~ .,., 
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~ 
• 
Lisa Mungo goes up against a Del-State Hornet but "two" t°'I_ 
short as the Bisonettes lose to Del-State last Saturday 62-60. 
What was expected to be a close encoun1ter turned out to be a 
sleeper, when Howard University defeated Delaware State 
handily, 85'73, last Saturday aJ Bu" Gymnasiu_m. 
b)' Joseph Burris 
1-lilllop S1aff.,.,Titer 
The game was billed as an exc iting . even 
niatch-u p. De laware Slate . in defeating 
both Nonh Carolina A&T and South Caro-
lina State. took first place in the Mid -East-
ern Athletic Conference . With a victory . 
Ho ..,,·ard ( 1- 1. defea1ing Sou1h Carolina 
State and faring well with North Caroli na 
A&'f ) would escape the chance of slipping 
down in lhe conference. and gain a tie for 
second place . It seemed like a great malch-
op , 
Ho ..,,·ever. Howard dominared che game 
from start to finish and held off any Dela-
wari: Slate rally . Del-Slate led only once-
lhe first bask.ct of the game . Howard, afler 
capturing the lead on 1wo unanswered bas-
kets. was never seriously threatened again . 
The Bison led by 15 at the half. 4 1-26. and 
o pened the lead 10 as much as 19. with 15:38 
left in the second half. 
Delaware trimmed !he lead 10 eight 
poin!S , but could come no closer . The Bison 
used stall tactics 'and a few fas!breaks. one 
• 
c ulmi9ated by a g)'m-shanering dunk by 
Derek carra~ iolo. which put the g~ out 
of Delaware s reach . .:. · · 
Howard's leading scorer. Bernard Perry. 
had one of his vintage o utings. scoring a 
game high· of 23 points. Juni.~r David 
Wynn , a transfer from Camden. New Jersey 
Con1munity College, had one of the fir,es l 
shooiing performances of his career as a 
Bi son . He scored 18 points. 10 in the first 
half. 
Defensi \·ely . Gino Warner's four block-
ed shots. and Carrac iolo ·sand Wynn ·s eight 
rebounds apiece kepi lhc Hornets at bay 
inside . 
Delaware State. hampered by a miserable 
32 percent field -goal pcrcen1age in the f1rs1 
half. was led by Danny Sapp with 18 points, 
and Ed Wallace·s eight rebounds . 
Howard played Maryland-Eastern Shore 
last Wednesday . The Bison won , 474·1. 
after being down 22-30 at lhe half. Kevin 
Scot! led 1he Bison, scoring 17 poin1s . He 
also grabbed six rebounds . 
THIS WEEK 
Today-
• 
\ 
IN SPORTS 
Men's Basketball - Look out Bethune-
Cookman! The Bisons are out to • wm. 
Time 8:00 p.m. 
\ 
Wrestling-Liberty Baptist Invitational 
- Away - through tomorrow. 
Tomorrow- Bisonettes - LaSalle - Away 
Swimming- Shephard College - Away 
NFL-NFC CHAMPIONSHIP - Dal-
las at Washington - RFK Stadium -
1:00 p.m. 
Sunday-
Monday-
' 
I 
Tuesday-
AFC ·CHAMPIONSHIP - New York 
Jets at 'orange Bowl against Miami Dol-
phins - 1:00 p.m. 
Men's Basketball - Florida A&M Uni-
versity - Home - 8:00 p.m. 
' NBA - Boston Celtics will make their 
first Capital Centre appearance since 
last season's playoffs, tonight at 8:05 
p.m. 
Wrestling-American'- Hpme- 7 p.m. 
I 
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Subscribe To The Hilltop 
For Information Impacting Our World 
Students Free 
(Non-Students Ye11rly Subscription $12.00 
Semester Subscription $6.00 
Contact The Editor-In-Chief at 636-6806 
ANNOUNCEl\-1ENT 
S7 .501hr 
Graduate Student~ and 
Uppcrclas~ 111e11 ! 
Would \'llU like Ill cam S7 50/hr . fl1r 
lhrl'e 10 fi\'l' hours of...,•ork l'ach ...,cl·k ".' 
If )'ou're 1ntl·resfed and ha\'l' t<tken 
Plant Biv/11,i.:1·. Z(111/(l,i.:_1· , H is t o!<J~)' . 
Life Scicncl·~. Planetai;.· Sl·1en(·e. ,1r 
Sc .. i1al Sc1Cnl·" call ~89-64.)77 . 
POLITIC IA NS TA KE NOT E! ! 
• 
'fhe 1983 Eleclil1n~ Cl1n1n11ttl'e <1f lhl' 
General Asse111t-l~· ts opt·rating at full 
strength . All s1udcn1s in!cre~red in t;lk -
ing part in chc 1983 St11dl.'nt GllVl'rn -
n1ent Ete\·titins sl;i1i uld contal·t the 
Elel.·tion~ C11r11mittl•e Cha1m1an. Rr1,/. 
nt'.\' . .\ . Bfll ~ I 6.~6 - 7('!06, t>r s10p h)' 
R (II.Im I 20 B l11t·kb11r11 ( ! 1ri 1 't'r.fi 0· (" •11 . 
. -
LIBE RAL ARTS DEAN'S LIST 
"l"hc dt•an·s 11~1 for the Cllllegc 11f 
Libcr<il A11;. is \}{)Stcd i11 the lobby •if 
Lo .. :kt• Hatt . Should your name be in-
cluded un th1~ lis1? If )'OU v.·erc a full 
t1n1c: ,studt•n1 f<1r the 198 l -82 acadcnii<· 
)'Car (111ir1i111u11i 12 credits per sc1111.·s" 
fer) and at·quircd a GPA of 3.::!0 <>r 
tx·11cr. )"Ou qua Ii f )' f (>T tht• lit•an · s 1 is1. If 
\'C1u qualif)·1and ) 'OUr r1ar11c d(x:s 1101 
. ~ 
appear. rlc:t;.l' ;.C,1p b}' l.1'>\:kc Hall. 
Rl>on1. _,2~ bo.:f<ire Janual)' .l I, 1983.· 
• Th;tnk \ 'OU 
The Cenll'r f<1r Acade111ic Reinforce-
n11.:nt -is prl·~n1ing a one-da)' sen1inar. 
··cr1t i1.· al Th1nk1ng and the Dc--
velllpn1en1al Studt•nt." Frida)·, Jan -
U;U)' 28, 1983 frl1rn 8 :30 to 5:00 at the 
Blackbum C l.'nter for rt'ading. v•riting, 
n1a1hema11r~ ;ind s lu (l)' skill s 1n -
~tn1t·tors ;.ind ClllJnsl'lllQ. in the W;.i.,h-
in~flln . ;o.. 1 :~la1!d and \ 11rginia area . 
Employment Opportun ity, ~faffing 
Supervisor/Pool Company. Fullrime 
or nexible hours. Must 1ypc. Call 953-
9166 . 
I BR . .\ ID EXQU IS ITE CORNROWS 
Al' LO W PRICES WITH OR WITH-
OUT EXl"ENS ION S . C ALL 832-
5159 A'f AN YTIME DA Y or NIGHT . 
REWARD!!! t 
Lost .. . Saturday. JanuaJ)' 15 af bas-
ketball game : Brown leather shoulder 
bag . Arnong conte nts were an l .D. 
card. and a Cert ificate of Registrat ion . 
If found. please call 636-0783. o r re-
turn 10 the Security Office al Freed-
111 e n 's Square . R E WAR D 
OFFERED!! l"hank you. 
. . . 
' 
Widely acknowledged as music's reigning queen of sass, Chaka Khan will 
bring he; astonishing vocal talents to the Wax Museum on January 24 and 25. 
Chaka 's vocals run the gamut from breathless ballads to the kind of torrid 
ter bct...,·ccn 9c1m and .5/'"' Monday -
Fnda\·. 
The Ho...,•ard Unt\'l'rsil)' Drun1 ~e.: ­
lion . "'ThunJt'r ~1a t·h ine ." v.·111 be 
pl'ifom11ng during halft1111l· 0f thl· Hll· 
...,ard \"S . N11nh Carolina A & T baskl·t -
'ball gan11.: l1n Feb . 4th . Do11 '1 111i'~ ii 
llle Sl'n11n.1r \l.'1!l l.·uln11natc 111the11rg;1-
n1za1iun l•f a rcgiun:1I l."\1;1p1cr of the 
Nat i1"1na! A~st1.:iatio11 fot Rc111edial 
[k\cl11p111cntal Stud1e~ 111 Postsecu11-
d;.ir)· Edu,·:11111n tNA RDPSE) . Fra · 
turl'i.t spe;1ker~ " 'ill bl' N . .\ RDSPE 
Pfl.',ttil·nt. Huntl.'r B1i~· l;1n, Dircl·ttlr 1it' 
the Ke l.ll1g.g ln,t ilutc and NARDSPE 
Prc ~11tent -l·lel't. Cunis ~1 1le~. Dire('t()r 
11f !hi' Cl·ntl'r Rcasl1n1niz Skills . 
; 
PERSONALS 
R&B and pure funk for which she is H?Or/d renowned. Jn short, she knows how 
to touch her audience. Tickets are now on sale at the Wax Museum located at 
Fourth and E streets S. W. For further information call 872-0000. Got to be there. 
PART'' WITH THE STARS 
the Lad1C~ of the Starlet Court 11f Phi 
B<.'ta Sig111a Frat . Irie . . prl'Sl'nl . 
.. DESIGNER JEANS NIGHT. 
on Fri . . J.1.n . :!I. 19~ .l. fr(J!Tl 
J.0-2 AM in thl· Sl·hl1tJI 1lf 
Engineerint: LoUnge Adn1: S l l \\1th 
designer Jl'ans). SI 50 1v.·1thllUI) 
The a ...,•ard, ...,.1nn1ng filn1. '"Safe!)': 
Isn't it Worth lt '.1•• v.·iJJ be exhibited on 
Januat)' ~4 and :!5. by the Safl·ty D1\'I· 
sion of the Office o f Securit~· and 
· Safety Ser.· 1ce~ . l'hc ti111e and ll"1Cali1)n 
of each sho...,· .... ·ill be pt1stcd lall~r. Ad-
miss ion is free For more deiails call 
Safe!)' Office at e:-:tcn~1on 7 167 11r 
7841 _ 
ANNOU!';'CE MENT 
The petitioning gn1up of Kappa Kappa 
Psi. Nati1.1nal HonoraJ)' Band Fratern-
ity , v.·ould like to aixilog1ze for thl' 
n1i sunder~ta11ding concerning their 
party . ...,;hrch "was p!ann1•d for J:1r1 . 
13th . Therl· is one ('tln1ing soor1~ 
ATl'ENTION STUDENl'S : Need 
housing·.1 Bedrooms no...,· av:1ilab!c f11r 
rent For n1orc- info phone 291-6326 
ask for Hay .... ·uod !!!'!!'!!!''!! 
• Clerk f)'pist. Busines~ ~tudents to !)'pl.' 
50-60 wpn1 , with expericrlcc in 
M arketing. Te!ephunl! and con1-
postiong skills . Excellent pral·tical 
exp . Pan Time 9-2.and 12·5 p.m . 783 -
0101. 
11ll· re1;i~1r.1111'n fee of 518 00 1n(·lude~ I • . 
l"11r111nl'n! al brl.':1kfasl. lunt·h. 111aterials 
.Ln(! a Cllp~ 11( the ke~'note addres~ . All 
1nterl·~cl·d 1l·;.irning a~~1~1anl·e pl'r-
~011nl'I arl· In\ lll'd ltl attend Fllf further ' 
1nfl1r111a111111. l'all 1\ ! rs . E~thcr \\1a~h · 
1ngtu11 or Mr~ H;.izel W1 ll1a1n~ - 636-
70.•4 70 .~.'i 7624 
\ ' C!l'rans l'nrl1lled in Con1mun1ca11ons 
llr l.1tx·r.1.l An~ who arc interc~tcd 1n 
lakir1g fhl' P!1 y~ic;.iJ Educ;.ition Exen1p-
tio11 E.xa1111nat1<1n are requested 10 
n1111f~· the \1l·tcran~ Affair.. Office on 
l'ar11pu~ in1r11l·d1atl·I}'. 
A11cncion 
At1ent111r1 NOBUCS r11l·n1bcrs : 
'l'hl'fC will tX' a n1eet1n)! on lliurs-
li:t~ · . Janu:tr) ~ 7 . 1983 <1! 6 p .n1 in 
1t1c F11run1 ,,f Blackburn ; plca~l· 
t-r1ng .1.I! ur1.,l1ld button .. and any 
rt.•\·enUl' gl'll<-'rat~·d fron1 their sale . 
1\tl)'Onl' 1nll'f<-'slcd 111 jo 1n1n g 
NOBUCS. 11r pahicipating in the 
NOBUCS IU\(lr1al or studl•nt reeruil-
lll<-'nl progran1s is especial])' enrour-
agcd tu a11cnd this rncciing . 
r:or tTl<lrc .info on NOBUCS . sec any 
n1i.·n1bcr 1r call Connie Cla)' at 636-
0529 . 
The sun s1opl"!d shining . ... song-
bird~ refused to sing_ .. gone were the 
tender mon1cnts . . 10 .... ·h ic h I 
)'earned f1) cli11g . These things I n1usc 
con\'C)" ... because Happiness has 
left n1e si nce ... ~·ou 1ook your love 
. awa)'. ( I I need anot her chance)-
~1 e111bcr-Thundcr Machine Fa '8 1. 
MI SSING PERSON 
l 'o : Gary Bo)·kins (W il liams?). Yo ur 
father ...,•as a bass player with the 
Elli11g:1on Orchestra . Your mother 's 
•nan1e is ~1 al)' Lou. fro m Robbins . 
A1£,5SAGE: Your b ro the r , Ro nn ie 
B()ykins Jr . would like you to ge1 in 
cont:1ct ...,·i th him al 484 W . 43rd St., 
Apr .. 17M. New York. NY 10036, 
( 2 I 2) 695- 2652 . For more info con1ac1 
Jeff. a HU student. at 789-82 10 . 
Sophon1ores Arc In 
The Sophomore L.A. S .C . and other 
interested Sophon1ores will hold the ir 
fir.;1 cl ass meeting of the year to dis-
cuss upcon1i ng events on Monday, 
Januar)' 31. 1983 in R. 148 Blac kbum 
Univcr.;it)' Center. If any fu rther in-
fonnation is needed contact Vonnie 
Barnes or Lori Hobbs at 636-7009 . 
Also. immediately follo wing the meet-
ing there v.·il l be a recepl ion. 
• All persons interested in starl ing a Ho-
v•ard Unive rsity chapte r of Future 
Business U:adcr.; <>f ~rica · college 
level (Phi Beta Lambda) sho uld attend 
an important mee ting o n January 25 , 
1983 at 5 :00 p.m. sharp . The meeting 
...,•ill be held in the School of Business 
room I 05 . Please 1ry to bring your 
$6 .00 dues . 
Hls triumph changed the world forever. 
• 
• 
' 
' l . His unrelenting efforts for peace earned him the desigJl (ion of 
Mahatma. What does thal mean ? 
2. The beloved spiritual and political leader of India pursued what 
profession during the early 1890's? · 
3. Who plays "Gandhi" in the Col~mbia Pictures release? 
4 . How old was Gandhi at the time of his assassinaiion? 
5 . The production of"" Gandhi" took how many decades? 
Submit quiz answers to Dana Mozie at the Hilltop. Correct entries 
will win a "Gandhi" shirt. 
I 
I 
• 
-
-------------------------------
• 
COULD YOU USE EXTRA MONEY??? I . I I-The llilltop Oassfied Ad1 
• 
SI .(Xl<l SE!' 
SI .<l<l< l OC'·1· 
Sl,()(l(l NO\' 
SI .<XHl DIC: C' 
SJ,()()() JAN 
Sl,()()(l Ff:B 
SJ,()()() MAR. 
SI .<Xl() Al'R 
.SI ,CXJ<J 1\-1 A 't' 
s 1.()()() Jl IN 
SI .(XHl Jl ' l 
' SI ,(Xl<l Al Jc; 
IF YOU 
ANSWERED 
''YES,'' THEN 
READ ON ... 
BECAUSE 
BENEFITS FOR 
ENGINEERING 
STUDENTS JUST 
GOT BETTER ... 
SOONER!!! $12,000 
If you' re a junior or senior engineering studenl . the cal. Aeronautical. Industrial and Civil Engineer-
Air Force will pay yoo over SI .CXXl a month plus ing . Seniors may qualify lo begin receiving pay 
DROP COUJ'ON IN BOX IN ROOM 100. ST. BONA \1lNT\JR£' 
OR MAll. TO: US AIR FORCE ~RUIT!NG OFFICE 
ING 1314 ROOM JOG · · AFB MD 20331 benefits , i.e .. complelc, health and dental care , right away . Juniors can apply now and start receiv-
lhroughout yow scniOf year. After you graduate . ing pay 12 months before graduation . NAME 
youwillbecomca commissiooed Airforce officcr Cont.acl Jim Hamilton (301) 981 -3662 at An· 
lhrough Officer Tnlining School . Theo , during drews AFB for your 'llppointmeo1 , or use ~he 
your fU'St year in lhe Air Force . you'll have the coupon al right . If you w11I1t to work on the cutting STREET 
opportunit}o as well as lhe ability to take on some of edge of 1echnology, don]t delay. Positions are bc-
PHONE 
todly 's tou.ghesl challenges in mas lite E1ectri· ing fil led rapidly. CITY 
________________ __; _______________ ~ 
i.- PERSONAL INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN ROOM 100, ST BONAVENTURE HALL ON DEC 3, 1982-
I I 
I _ 'Folley I 
I. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS CAN BE MAILED OR 
BROUGHT INTO OUR OFFICE, 2217 4TH STREET, 
N.W. BY 3PM FRIDAY IF THEY ARE TO RUN IN . 
THE NEXT FRIDA Y'S ISSUE. THEY MUST BE NO 
LONGER THAN 5 LINES, TYPED, DOUBLE 
SPACED, AND READABLE. ANY ANNOUNCE-
MENT OVER 5 LINES .WILL BE CHARGED AS A 
CLASSIFIED AD THAT MUST BE PREPAID ... 
. . 
STUDENTS MUST SHOW HOW ARD ID AND REGIS-
1'.RA TION CARD WHEN SUIJMITTING AN-
NOUNCEMENTS. 'CLASSIFIED'. ADS. 
ANY AD THAT DEALS WITH AN EXCHANGE OF 
MONEY IS CONSIDERED A CLASSIFIED AND IS 
PAID FOR WHEN SUBMITTED TO THE HILL-
TOP. KEEP IN MIND THAT THE CLASSIFIED AD 
MUST BE OF SERVlCE TO HOW ARD UNIVERSITY 
• 
STUDENT BODY. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO 
REJECT ANY ADVERTISEMENT. 
THANK YOU . 
I 
I 
I 
• 
• 
• 
f 
' 
• 
